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Abstract. Our previous body of work has implemented a system for
inferring the intended messages of information graphics (bar charts, line
graphs) that appear in popular media such as newspapers and magazines.
This paper explores how a model of user characteristics could be utilized
to tailor information graphics to individual users, thus enabling users
with varying degrees of skill and ability to attain the desired information
while preserving the graph designer’s intended message.

1 Introduction

Information graphics differ from the visual data representations typically studied
in the area of information visualization in that information graphics appearing
in popular media such as newspapers and magazines are typically designed to
convey one or more messages. For example, a bar chart might be designed to
show that consumers in the US have the maximum amount of credit debt of
all the of countries shown. We have posited that graphic designers utilize a
variety of communicative signals, such as salience, annotations, and perceptual
task effort, to enable the typical user to infer the intended message of the graph
[5]. Our research has shown that we can apply this stereotypical user model to
automatically infer the intended message of information graphics [6, 14, 2]. This
inferred message supports multiple applications, including providing access to
information graphics for visually-impaired users.

In this paper, we consider another potential application of our work: facil-
itating and assisting viewer comprehension of intended messages. There is a
burgeoning field of study regarding how individual characteristics influence the
processing and comprehension of information visualizations [12, 4, 8]; Steichen
and Conati [1] have begun to examine how a model of a user’s cognitive abilities
might be employed to adapt visualizations to individuals. We hypothesize that
information graphics differ from many of the data visualizations that have been
studied to date because of the presence and importance of intended messages,
and that our message inference system could be extended to include a model of
cognitive abilities for facilitating viewer recognition of intended messages.
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2 Using Adaptive Visualizations for Message Recognition

Our long-term goal is novel because we wish to automatically adapt and mod-
ify an information graphic visualization based on the most prominent intended
messages in a graphic and a user model that takes into account personal traits
and preferences. We envision two categories of visual adaptations:

1. Changing the type of graphic (e.g. “linear” to“radial”) to facilitate an indi-
vidual user’s strengths and support a user’s preferred graph type.

2. Adapting the graphic within the current graphic type (e.g. keeping it a bar
chart) and modifying the design through: (a) proximity (modifying the dis-
tance between graph entities to affect the degree of visual clutter that is
present), (b) salience (e.g. highlighting/coloring a bar or a series of bars to
increase salience; annotating elements with their data values), (c) the reorder
of elements in a graphic, and (d) proportion shifts (e.g. changing the scale
of the dependent axis to alter the difference in height between entities).

In both categories of adapations, we wish to ensure that the original in-
tended message of the graphic designer is still conveyed in the modified graphic.
Thus, we believe that our implemented intention recognition systems [6, 14, 2]
and perceptual task effort models [7, 3]—that estimate the relative effort for a
stereotypical user to recognize a message given a graph—will be vital, because
we could run adapted graphics through the systems on-the-fly to ensure that the
intended messages remain the same.

3 Towards Modeling Individual Users

We believe that in order to appropriately adapt information graphics to individ-
ual users, we need to model users at a finer granularity. Our hypothesis is that
this can be performed by applying the work of cognitive research that analyzed
the relationship of eye-tracking results, mouse movements, and mouse clicks for
individual users performing visualization tasks. The following are components
we believe should be incorporated, as well as some of the ways that these com-
ponents could be applied for adapting information graphics to individuals:

1. Preference: Baldonado [10] has suggested that there is anecdotal evidence
for diverse personal visualization preferences between individual users. These
preferences should influence the selection of the type of information graphic
or graphics that are utilized.

2. Experience: Shah [11] found that experience was a significant factor for
graph comprehension, and that less experienced individuals spend more
time in information retrieval and comparison substages. Lewandowsky and
Spence [9] found that experience improved the accuracy of performed graph
tasks. These results indicate that experience could influence the amount of
“cuing”—through salience and annotations—that is necessary for a user.
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3. Personality: Ziemkiewicz [15] proposed that there is a relationship between
LOC (locus of control: one’s tendency to view themselves as in control of
external events) and compatibility with a graph’s layout style (spatial ar-
rangement of graphed entities). She hypothesizes that users with a more
external LOC are more willing to adapt their thinking to unfamiliar visual
designs. Our analysis of a corpora of information graphics has shown that
particular types of information graphics are more commonly utilized for spe-
cific messages. Individuals with an external LOC may be more tolerant of
less common pairings of information graphics and messages, while individu-
als with an internal LOC may require more “cuing”.

4. Perceptual Speed and Visual Working Memory: Velez et al. [13] ex-
plored both an individual’s perceptual speed and visual working memory
capacity in spatial visualization tasks. Our hypothesis is that perceptual
speed and visual working memory will influence: (a) the need to annotate
graph elements with values rather than having a user interpolate the values,
and (b) the desired proximity of graph elements that need to be processed
together. We have previously observed that individuals can recognize trends
in groups of a grouped bar chart faster than in series, suggesting that users
with slower perceptual speed could benefit from redesigned graphics that
convey trends via visual groups to maximize the proximity of entities that
should be compared.

5. Verbal Working Memory: Toker et al. [12] hypothesized that an indi-
vidual’s verbal working memory capacity may also be a significant factor in
graph comprehension because of the present textual components in many
visualizations, such as legends, labels, wordings in axes, and overall graph
titles. For individuals with more limited verbal working memory, it may be
desirable to eliminate any extraneous text in the information graphic, ei-
ther adding it in stages or only including the additional elements if the user
requests them.

We believe that an individual user model comprised of these components
could be utilized to effectively adapt an information graphic to the user while
maintaining the graphic designer’s intended message. The components of this
data model could be constructed by techniques similar to the research we cite in
this paper, including eye tracking, off-line assessments, and recordings of mouse
movements and mouse clicks.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have outlined our ideas for extending our message recognition
system for information graphics in order to adapt information graphics to indi-
vidual users. We would like our system to redesign information graphics, such
that (1) the graphic designer’s intentions for the original graphic are still very
apparent in the redesigned graphic, and (2) the design of the redesigned graphic
facilitates an individual’s recognition of the graph’s intended messages more so
than in the design of the original graphic.
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1 Multimedia Presentations Combining Visualizations and Text 

It is quite common that documents ranging from newspaper articles to scientific pa-

pers convey complex information by combining visualizations with textual material. 

Presenting information in different modalities not only makes the presentation more 

engaging, but could also better suit users with different cognitive skills (visual vs. 

verbal). In these multimedia presentations graphics and text play complementary 

roles. While graphics can convey large amounts of data compactly and support dis-

covery of trends and relationships, text is much more effective at pointing out and 

explaining key points about the data, in particular by focusing on specific temporal, 

causal and evaluative aspects [1].   For illustration, Figure 1 shows an example of a 

multimedia presentation from The Economist magazine. Notice, for instance, how the 

sentence “The end of subsidies to car buyers will lead to a slump in Japan, just as its 

carmakers’ output recovers from the 2011 tsunami.” provides a causal explanation 

for the noticeably extreme data about current (year 2012) and forecasted (year 2013) 

car sales in Japan. Generally speaking, the textual part of a multimedia presentation 

can be seen as suggesting to the reader a set of visual tasks that can be performed by 

inspecting the visualization. For example, when reading the two sentences “India and 

China will have further strong rises—though not at the double-digit rates seen until 

2010. Brazil and Britain will suffer reverses.” the reader is prompted to verify in the 

visualization (the deviation chart) that all the bars for India and China are on the right 

side of the chart (i.e., sales are increasing) and less than 10%, while the bars for Brazil 

and Britain are on the right for 2012, but on the left side (i.e., sales are decreasing) for 

the 2013 forecast. 

2 Task Adaptation in Multimedia Presentations 

As we have illustrated, the textual component of a complex multimedia presentation 

typically specifies several visual tasks for the reader.  Although the reader should be 

able to perform all these tasks in the visualization, the visualization components can-

not be designed to favour the performance of any particular one of those tasks. Ar-

guably, designing the visualization to support a specific task will likely hinder the 

performance of the other ones. The main idea of this short paper is that if a system 

could track what part of the text the reader is currently reading, and from that text it 

could infer the corresponding visualization task, such a system could dynamically 

adapt the visualization to support the reader in more effectively performing the in-

ferred current task. For instance, if the user read the sentence “India and China will 
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The global car industry: Wheels of mixed fortune [Source: The Economist-  Dec 

22nd 2012] America will enjoy a fourth consecutive year of growth in car sales in 

2013, predicts IHS, a research firm. India and China will have further strong rises—

though not at the double-digit rates seen until 2010. Brazil and Britain will suffer 

reverses. The end of subsidies to car buyers will lead to a slump in Japan, just as its 

carmakers’ output recovers from the 2011 tsunami. In the European Union, car sales 

will fall for the sixth year in a row: they are now back at early 1990s levels. Although 

some European car factories face closure, elsewhere assembly lines are being built at 

a rapid clip. So once again worldwide car production, at 82.8m, will exceed sales, at 

81.9m. As the metal stacks up on dealers’ forecourts, motorists can look forward to 

some great deals on wheels in 2013. 

Figure 1:  Sample Multimedia Presentation Combining a Chart with Text 

 
Figure 2: Sample Interventions Adapted to the User Task 
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have further strong rises—though not at the double-digit rates seen until 2010.”, and 

then turned to the visualization, the system could highlight the information relevant to 

the corresponding task in the visualization, as shown in Figure 2 by intervention-1. 

Similarly, if the user turned to the visualization after reading the sentence “Brazil and 

Britain will suffer reverses.”, the system could generate intervention-2. Let us now 

discuss more in detail the modules of a system that can perform task adaptation in 

multimedia presentations and how each module could be implemented 

1) Identify what part of the text the user is currently reading. This module could 

rely on eye-tracking technology. Although eye tracking devices are still too costly for 

mass use, more affordable solutions (e.g., based on standard webcams) will be avail-

able in the near future [2,3]. 2) Verify if the text the user is currently reading is 

relevant to the visualization. Preliminary ideas on how this could be done are pre-

sented in [4]. 3) Infer visual tasks for text the user is currently reading. This is a 

challenging Natural Language Processing (NLP) problem. Some progress on a related 

problem was made by Elzer et al. [5] (Sec. 5.2) and [6], while working on using the 

caption of a visualization as one of the sources to infer the message the visualization 

was intended to  convey.   They process the caption to identify and combine verbs 

(e.g.,  lag),  nouns (e.g.,  growth), nouns referring to labels in the visualization, and 

adjectives (e.g.,  soaring) that are typically used in captions to highlight key points 

about the displayed data . To be applicable in the system we envision, this work will 

need to be expanded to deal with more complex and more sophisticated NLP tech-

niques.4) Provide adaptive interventions. This module will need to solve at least the 

following two sub-problems, which also may make use of eye-tracking. First, it needs 

to decide when an intervention should be triggered and when it should be faded away. 

A simple approach could be to trigger an intervention every time the user, after read-

ing a chunk of text corresponding to one or more visual tasks, switches her gaze from 

the text to the visualization. The intervention could then be removed, only if  the user 

has looked at it and possibly returned to the text. The second key problem is selecting 

the most appropriate intervention for a given task on the specific visualization [7].  

3 Further Issues and Questions for Discussion at the Workshop 

So far we have described interventions on the visualization to support visual task(s) 

specified by the text that the user is currently reading. We can also envision interven-

tions on the text, triggered by the user inspection of the visualization. For instance, if 

eye-tracking data show that the user is inspecting the bottom part of the chart in Fig-

ure 1, the sentence about the EU could be highlighted.  Such interventions generate a 

number of research questions: How could the performance of specific visual tasks be 

detected? (See [8] for preliminary results). Would these graphic to text interventions 

be useful? What are the implications of allowing both types of interventions? 

With the rapid progress in Intelligent User Interfaces, it will become more and more 

common for multimedia presentations to be generated automatically by computer 

systems [9, 10]. What are the implications of this for adaptive interventions? Is it the 

case that for these presentations it may be easier to perform user task adaptation? 

Next steps in our research include: developing a prototype, run user studies, and also 

explore adaptation in the context of text-to-speech interaction, which could be more 

feasible in the short term, as it does not require eye-tracking in the loop. 
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Abstract. As the size and complexity of datasets increases, both visual-
ization systems and their users are put under more pressure to offer quick
and thorough insights about patterns hidden in this ocean of data. While
novel visualization techniques are being developed to better cope with
the various data contexts, users find themselves increasingly often under
mental bottlenecks that can induce a variety of emotions. In this paper,
we execute a study to investigate the effectiveness of various emotion-
triggered adaptation methods for visualization systems. The emotions
considered are boredom and frustration, and are measured by means of
brain-computer interface technology. Our findings suggest that less intru-
sive adaptive methods perform better at supporting users in overcoming
emotional states with low valence or arousal, while more intrusive ones
tend to be misinterpreted or perceived as irritating.

Keywords: Adaptive affective visualization, emotion-based adaptation,
adaptive methods, human factors.

1 Introduction

Massive datasets are being generated on many different occasions, e.g., in genome
or climate research, huge software systems, or economy. At the same time, our
dependency on a good understanding of data and effective analyses increases
because of the need to discover, for example, new drugs, correlations in social
networks, or bugs in complex software systems. As such, analyzing and gaining
insight into these large multivariate datasets through visualization is one of the
major challenges of our days [15]. However, the complexity of the data and the
task can exercise pressure and influence the user in a negative way, inducing var-
ious emotional states: some of discomfort or frustration, and others of boredom
or the feeling of being overwhelmed. At the same time, most computer systems
are currently designed to execute the same operations “regardless of whether
you are sitting forward eagerly in your seat, or have begun to emit loud snoring
sounds” [18].
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This has never been more true than in the case of visualizations that have
the potential to closely interact with users and adapt to their needs, e.g. men-
tal models, cognitive processes and affective states, in order to improve per-
formance and increase user satisfaction [14, 21]. Still, visualization systems are
mostly oblivious of user emotions and needs, thus limiting the adaptability of
the representation and the overall impact of visualization effectiveness. In this
paper we will focus on investigating the efficiency and intrusiveness of a set
of emotion-triggered adaptation techniques for visualizations. This is achieved
through a study in which participants are interacting with a visualization tool
while wearing brain-computer interface (BCI) devices capable of interpreting
electrical signals generated by their brains as user emotions.

In the following sections, we shortly highlight related work in the field of
affective visualization, adaptive approaches and BCI-based emotion detection.
Next, we describe the design of our study and WebComets [7], the visualiza-
tion tool used by the participants. We finally highlight our findings and open
questions, as well as expose our conclusions.

2 Emotion and Visualization Tailoring

In order to employ user emotions as a driving feature behind visualization tai-
loring, one must first consider how these emotional states could be detected.
While there are various approaches involving speech, facial expressions and eye
movement [4], one of the real-time approaches that has gained popularity in
the recent years is represented by EEG measurements executed with lightweight
neuroheadsets [5, 6, 12, 17]. Moving towards aspects of emotions in Information
Visualization, such wireless non-intrusive BCIs have been used in evaluating the
cognitive workload induced to the user by different visualization techniques [2].
At the same time, lightweight passive BCIs have been used to detect emotional
states that can be indicative of moments of insight during the exploration of vi-
sualization systems [5]. Related to our study task, the work [9] highlights possible
correlations of webpage complexity with emotional valence.

On the other side, adaptive systems have been investigated in the context
of user emotion mostly in affective computing and emotion-based adaptive in-
terfaces [3, 13, 16, 20]. Narrowing the view down to the field of visualization,
user-adaptive representations have considered multiple human characteristics,
e.g., shaping visualizations based on user behavior [11], visualization context [10]
and user models [1]. However, emotion—a powerful inner force that influences
humans in all their activities—remains widely unexplored as a user attribute
employed for adaptive visualization.

3 Study on Emotion-Triggered Adaptive Visualization

The following study focuses on estimating the effectiveness of various emotion-
triggered adaptation techniques applied on an information visualization system.
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In order to allow a visualization to adapt to the user emotions, we need to sup-
port the real-time detection of these emotions. In our study, this is achieved
through the Emotiv EPOC headset, a wireless, non-intrusive EEG device that
is capable of capturing EEG signals from the brain and interpreting them as a
set of user emotions through a software framework. The accuracy of the emotion
detection achieved with this BCI device and its framework has been previously
investigated showing promising results [5, 6] and therefore is not the focus of our
current study. Although capable of detecting a wider range of emotions through
the included software framework (detailed in [5]), our attention went towards a
subset of available emotions, namely boredom and frustration. These two emo-
tions have been selected as they can influence the user experience negatively,
but also due to their negative positioning on the arousal (boredom) and valence
(frustration) axes of Russell’s circumplex model of affect [19]. Furthermore, non-
basic emotions like frustration and boredom have been recently reconfirmed as
highly relevant in affective computing [8].

Our study involved 5 participants (2 female, 3 male) with an average age of
23 years. The majority of these participants had some experience with visualiza-
tions and have participated in previous BCI-based studies. In order to explore
the potential of emotion-triggered adaptation of visualization, we decided to
use a visualization system that enabled—through a wider range of supported
functionality and interaction—the implementation of multiple adaptation ap-
proaches: WebComets [7] is an interactive visualization tool for multi-session,
multi-user parallel browsing histories. The information displayed in the visu-
alization corresponds to the websites that one or multiple users have accessed
during their online navigation. The accessed websites are represented as circles
(called nodes), and positioned on horizontal lines encoding the individual tabs
that were employed to load the page, see Fig. 1 (top). Horizontal lines can be
interconnected vertically, suggesting that one browser tab has branched off from
another one when a user clicked on a hyperlink, thus generating a deep tree-like
browsing structure. The temporal dimension flows from left to right.

For the purpose of our study, the WebComets visualization has been adapted
to react to the emotional readings detected by the EPOC headset. More pre-
cisely, when the headset signals the detection of boredom or frustration, the
visualization tries to support the user and make some changes to the system
in order to influence the user’s state. Note that in order to avoid triggering the
visualization adaptations too often, the emotion triggers are only activated if the
boredom and frustration readings are 75% above the individual baseline for a
period of over 3 seconds. The baselines for both emotions have been individually
established prior to the study, while each participant executed mundane tasks
that did not influence the emotional readings from the BCI and during which
the participants themselves reported a balanced emotional state.

The participants received a set of tasks of identifying particular node se-
quences (i.e., browsing patterns). Furthermore, they were given an introduction
of the visualization, by covering theoretical background, functionality and sam-
ple tasks until the point were every user felt confident using the system. They
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Fig. 1. A snapshot of the WebComets visualization (top). The set of considered adap-
tation techniques (bottom): (a) highlighting visualization elements (e.g., nodes), (b)
adding or removing details through the control of displayed attributes (e.g., website
icons), (c) adding or removing width information through the control of branching, and
(d) showing custom hint messages.

were also informed of the fact that the visualization will make automatic changes
based on their subjective states, and that these changes will involve either show-
ing/highlighting relevant information or hiding irrelevant one. The detection of
boredom and frustration were considered in two distinct sessions for all partici-
pants. In terms of adaptation, the following techniques have been considered:

– adding or removing details (through the control of attributes for multidimen-
sional data, as each website is a multivariate node with over ten dimensions),

– adding or removing width information (through the control of branching),
– highlighting visualization elements (e.g., nodes or connections), and
– showing custom hint messages.

Fig. 1 highlights each of the six approaches (adding and removing were consid-
ered separately in both cases). In order to support a smooth transition and the
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Fig. 2. User rating of the automated adaptation triggered by the visualization system.
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(b) user frustration

Fig. 3. BCI measurements after each system adaptation capturing the ratio of signifi-
cant drops in boredom and frustration measured in a time period of one minute after
an adaptation was executed.

users’ contextual awareness, changes were animated or faded in over a period
of three seconds. Additionally, whenever a change that has been induced by the
adaptive mechanism was executed, an exclamation sign would be displayed in
the corner of the system (Fig. 1 (bottom)) to improve user awareness.

The hint messages were generated based on the different keywords present in
the task statement. The various adaptation techniques were used in a random
order, such that each user would see each adaptation twice. Also, tasks as well
as the datasets had varying complexity, ranging from simple tasks to difficult
ones, and from small datasets to complex ones. The increasing difficulty ensured
that users would experience both boredom and frustration in a relatively short
amount of time, as neither session exceeded 30 minutes for any of the partici-
pants.

4 Results

After having experienced all six adaptation approaches, the users were inquired
about their usefulness and intrusiveness. Specifically, the participants were asked
about each technique if they found that it was useful for influencing their emo-
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tional state positively. Their answers are highlighted in Fig. 2. It seems that in
the case of user boredom, the adaptation techniques perceived the most helpful
were element and connection highlighting, hint messages, and adding width infor-
mation. Removing attributes seems to be least helpful when trying to overcome
boredom. In the case of user frustration, element and connection highlighting as
well as hints have again been perceived as most helpful, while hiding attributes
and width information less so.

While participant feedback is vital, we also wanted to inspect the effects that
the various adaptation methods had on the user emotional states. Therefore, we
considered the emotional states for each user for a period of one minute after
an adaptation technique has been triggered, in order to see if a significant drop
in boredom, respectively frustration, could be detected. We defined a significant
drop as emotional readings that were less than a 25% increase from the indi-
vidual baseline for longer than half of the one minute period. The findings are
captured in Fig. 3. Note that the drops in boredom or frustration may have mul-
tiple reasons. However, our results capture interesting differences. The drop in
boredom is mostly consistent for all adaptation methods, except for the hiding of
width information, after which a larger number of participants still experienced
the same emotional state. This same pattern is visible for frustration, where
removing width information did not seem to positively influence the frustration
levels of many users. At the same time, hints and highlighting seem to be coupled
to higher rates of frustration reduction.

When correlating the user rating with our measurements, we notice that
participants tended to perceive the adaptation techniques more negatively or
without any noticeable effects compared to our BCI readings. One possible rea-
son for this could be the fact that four participants had difficulties accepting
that the system would sometimes control which information would be added
and which considered irrelevant and hidden. Thus, it seems that in terms of
both effectiveness and intrusiveness, hint messages and element highlighting are
the most reliable adaptive methods triggered to counteract boredom and frus-
tration. Further research is required in order to investigate how visualizations
could be adapted dynamically based on user emotions as well as how various
emotions influence the performance of visualization users.

5 Conclusion

The current study focuses on the effectiveness of a set of adaptation techniques
applied on an interactive visualization to influence user boredom and frustration.
Our results show that approaches involving less intrusive methods like highlight-
ing and help messages offer better results in guiding the user towards a more
positive and aroused emotional state, and implicitly, towards a more focused
interaction with the visualization tool. Further, we plan to extend this study to
a larger set of emotions involving multiple participants as well as inspect the
importance of emotional self-awareness in visualization.
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Abstract. In this paper, we discuss an approach to collect data on instances of 
user confusion during visualization processing. The long-term goal is to use this 
data to train classifiers that can detect instances of user confusion in real time, 
as triggers for adaptive interventions aimed at alleviating the confusion. 

1 Introduction 

The benefits of user-adaptive interaction have been shown in a variety of tasks and 
applications such as operation of menu based interfaces, web search, desktop assis-
tance, and human learning [19]. There are three key decisions that need to be made 
when designing a user-adaptive system: (1) what to adapt to, namely understanding 
which individual user features should be considered for adaptation, including stable, 
long-term user traits (e.g., cognitive abilities, expertise, personality), as well as transi-
tory, short-term states (e.g., current task, cognitive load, attention); (2) when to adapt, 
namely understanding when it is appropriate and/or necessary to provide adaptive 
support to the user, by identifying those situations in which the benefits of providing 
adaptive interventions outweigh their cost; (3) how to adapt, namely understanding 
how adaptation should be provided.  

In this paper, we discuss issues related to the when to adapt decision in the context 
of designing user-adaptive visualizations. While there has been extensive work in 
investigating how to detect when a user needs help in fields such as Intelligent Tutor-
ing Systems [1] or Adaptive Games [23], this is not the case in visualization. To our 
knowledge, the work by Gotz & Wen [22] is so far the only one that actively monitors 
real-time user behavior in order to infer such needs for intervention. In their work, 
interface action data (e.g., mouse clicks) are constantly tracked in order to detect 
suboptimal usage patterns.  Once these repetitive patterns (determined empirically a 
priori) are detected, the system then triggers adaptive help.  

This approach, however, does not easily transfer to situations in which it is hard to 
define a priori a set of appropriate interaction behaviors to perform given tasks with a 
visualization, as well as their suboptimal counterparts. This is the case, for instance, 
for visualizations that support open ended or exploratory tasks, or when one wants to 
consider interaction data beyond mouse or keyboard events, such as gaze data. Gaze 
data has been shown to have a great potential for providing information on a user's 
task, expertise, and other cognitive measures relevant for adaptation [14, 15],  but it is 
more erratic in nature than interface actions, and it is less well understood in terms of 
what constitutes a priori effective/ineffective interface actions.  
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In this paper, we explore an alternative approach that involves collecting ground 
truth labels for specific salient episodes during interaction with a visualization, that 
may indicate the need of adaptive interventions. The long-term goal is to use these 
labels to train classifiers on interaction data consisting of both action logs and eye-
tracking data, and to leverage these classifiers to detect in real time, for a new user, 
when adaptive interventions may be needed.  

Collecting ground truth labels for building classifiers on relevant user states or pro-
cesses can be a challenging endeavour. Here we propose one possible approach to 
collect labels relevant for building user-adaptive visualizations, which we are current-
ly testing in a user study. However, this paper’s primary aim is to open the discussion 
on the issue of when to adapt in user-adaptive visualizations, as opposed to provide 
well-defined solutions.  

In the rest of the paper, we first briefly describe ValueCharts, the visualization that 
used as a test-bed for this research, and the study we are running to test, among other 
things, the label collection method.  Then, we discuss the labelling approach that we 
have developed and present some preliminary results on its effectiveness.  

2 ValueCharts and User Study 

A ValueChart is a set of visualizations and interactive techniques 
intended to support decision-makers in inspecting linear models of 
preferences and evaluation [4].  Linear models are popular decision-making tools 
designed to help the decision-maker perform preferential choice under conflicting 
objectives, i.e., select the best option out of a set of alternatives. However, 
as models and their domain of application grow in complexity, model 
analysis can become a very challenging task. ValueCharts are intended to help deci-
sion makers deal with this complexity, based on a design driven by a detailed task 
model for preferential choice [2]. They have been extensively evaluated and shown to 
be quite effective [3, 12,17]. 

 
Figure 1: Sample Value Chart 

 
Figure 1 shows an example of Value Chart for the simple preferential choice of se-
lecting an hotel when traveling to a new city, out of six available 
alternatives. For the sake of simplicity, here we just describe the key features of   
ValueCharts. The relevant hotel attributes or objectives (e.g., area, skytrain distance,  
internet access, etc.) are arranged hierarchically and are represented in the top-left 
quadrant of the figure, forming the columns in the ValueChart display. The width of 
each column indicates the relative weight assigned to the corresponding objective 
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(e.g., sky-train distance is much more important than area). The available alternatives 
(hotels here) are represented as the rows in the display. The cells in each row specify 
how the corresponding alternative fares with respect to each objective (i.e., the value 
of that objective for that alternative), indicated by the amount of filled color in the 
cell. So for instance, hotel1 is far from the sky-train, but it has excellent internet ac-
cess. In the rightmost quadrant, all values for each alternative are accumulated and 
presented as horizontal stacked bars, displaying the overall value of each alternative 
(e.g., in Figure 1, hotel2 is the best alternative). Several interactive techniques are 
available in ValueCharts to support the inspection of the preference model. For in-
stance, users can inspect the specific domain value of each objective (e.g., actual dis-
tance from the sky-train of hotel1); sensitivity analysis of objectives’ weight is ena-
bled by allowing the user to change the width of the corresponding column.   
    In the contest of an on-going project on devising theories and techniques for user 
adaptive visualizations, we are currently running a user study designed to evaluate the 
impact of a variety of user traits (e.g., perceptual speed, visual/verbal working 
memory, visualizations expertise, locus of control, etc.) on the effectiveness of two 
different versions of ValueCharts. The first version uses an horizontal layout to show 
the components of  the decision making problem (see Figure 1), while the second 
version displays the same information by using a vertical layout (see Figure 2). We 
are comparing these two layouts because previous studies with ValueCharts suggest 
that they may not be equivalent with respect to  the user’s performance and 
preference. We test the impact of the aforementioned user traits because they were 
shown to have an effect during interaction with other visualizations [e.g., 6,16,18].   
   During the study we conduct, participants use each of the two Value Chart versions 
in two phases. The first phase (also known as structured phase) involves performing a 
selection of specific tasks in one of four available domains. The tasks are mainly 
related to retrieving information on the available decision alternatives (e.g., “how far 
is hotel1 from the sky-train?”, “How many hotels have better internet access  than 
hotel3?”, “List the 3 highest valued hotels”).  The second phase (also known as open-
ended phase) involves having a participant select a new domain and exploring it until 
the participant can identify a preferred alternative. Throughout the two phases, we 
track participants’ gaze with a Tobii T120 desktop-mounted eye-tracker, similar to the 
study described in [16], because that study showed that gaze data can provide useful 
information on a user’s individual differences and on the user’s tasks [14, 15].  
  While one goal of this study is to ascertain whether the tested set of individual dif-
ferences affect a user’s performance with the two ValueChart layouts (i.e., help with 
the decision of what to adapt to in the context of using ValueCharts), we also wanted 
to leverage the study to provide data toward the question on when to adapt. Namely, 
we wanted to see whether we could find ways to collect information on salient points 
of the interactions that may benefit from adaptive interventions. The next section 
describes the approcah that we tested in this study. 

3 Collecting labels of user confusion 

The aim of providing real-time adaptive interventions is to help a user overcome situ-
ations that may generate a sub-optimal experience with an interface. For instance, 
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adaptive interventions in an educational application can be generated when the user 
makes a mistakes or otherwise shows that she is not learning from the interaction [1]. 
Intuitively, adaptive interventions to improve a user’s experience with a visualization  
would be suitable when the user is not processing the visualization appropriately, for 
instance when the user is uncertain or confused about where to look or how to inter-
pret  the visualization.  Thus, in our ValueChart study we tried to devise a way to 
capture instances of user confusion during interaction, with the long-term goal of 
building a classifier user model for confusion detection, trained on these instances and 
on the related action and gaze patterns. 
  There have been a variety of methods proposed in the literature to capture confusion, 
mostly in the context of emotion modeling during the interaction with educational 
software. Concurrent verbal protocols involve having participants verbalize their 
thinking or feelings during interactions [e.g., 13]. We discarded this approach because 
of existing research indicating that concurrent protocols may alter a  user’s gaze pat-
terns in unexpected ways, thus generating gaze data not representative of  the user’s 
attention patterns during a more naturalistic interaction [e.g., 9]  Retrospective verbal 
protocols involve having participants look at a replay of the target interaction and try 
to verbalize their thinking or feelings at that time. While this approach has shown 
good results for collecting labels of emotion valence/arousal [11] or on the occurrence 
of one specific emotion (not including confusion) triggered on purpose via selected 
movie clips [10], it showed to be quite unreliable when subjects had to identify their 
naturally occurring emotions (including confusion), during interaction with an educa-
tional system [8]. We actually tried this approach in the study described in [16], quite 
similar in design to the study described here, and also found it inadequate. During 
pilot phases of that study, we first tried to ask subjects to generate retrospective proto-
cols after each individual task, but because there are many rather short tasks, subjects 
quickly grew tired and the process interfered with the primary task. We then resorted 
to ask subjects to generate retrospective protocols at the very end of their study ses-
sion,  but at that point subjects had a difficult time re-generating their relevant states 
over the course of the complete interaction.    
  An alternative to verbal protocols is to obtain labels from subjects via interface in-
put, e.g., buttons, pop-up windows, or other affordances that allow participants to 
select the relevant labels when the related episodes occur during interaction. This 
method has been successfully used to elicit information on user motivation and emo-
tions during interaction with educational systems [7]. However, it has two main 
drawbacks. The first is that it can be hard to strike a balance between leaving it to the 
user to provide the information (e.g., via an ever-present interface button), which may 
results in not collecting a sufficient number of labels, vs forcing the user to provide as 
many labels as needed (e.g., via pop-up windows that cannot be dismissed), which 
may disrupt the interaction. The second drawback is that this approach does not pro-
vide as much information on the episodes of interest as verbal protocols do1. 

                                                             
1 An additional drawback when the user’s gaze is tracked is the that presence of the interface affordance 

that allows for label provision changes the user’s gaze patterns that would happen when the affordance 
is not present. The changes, however, are predictable and can be dealt with during gaze data processing. 
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  As far as the first problem is concerned, in this study we decided to be conservative 
in terms of  intrusiveness and we rely on the user’s willingness to provide the labels 
via a confusion button  placed on the side of the currently displayed ValueChart  (see 
Figure 2 for an example with a vertical ValueChart). At the beginning of each study 

session, the experimenter reads the participant a script that includes the following 
instructions to elicit usage of the  confusion button: 

"…We	  ask	  that	  you	  press	  this	  button	  	  any	  time	  you	  feel	  even	  slightly	  confused	  while	  performing	  the	  task.	  
For	   instance,	   if	   you	   feel	   that	   you	  want	   to	   ask	   the	   experimenter	   a	   question	   about	   something,	  click	   the	  
confusion	  button.	  	  If	  you	  are	  confused	  about	  the	  interface,	  click	  the	  confusion	  button,	  if	  you	  are	  confused	  
about	  the	  wording	  of	  a	  question,	  click	  the	  confusion	  button.	  If	  you	  find	  a	  glitch	  or	  typo	  that	  confuses	  you,	  
click	   the	   confusion	   button.	   These	   are	   just	   a	   few	   examples,	   to	   show	   that	   confusion	   can	   occur	   in	  many	  
unforeseeable	  ways,	  and	  we	  want	  consider	  any	  type	  of	  confusion	  as	  being	  an	  OK	  reason	  to	  click	  the	  con-‐
fusion	  button.	  Note	  that	  the	  system	  will	  not	  be	  able	  to	  give	  you	  any	  help	  to	  resolve	  your	  confusion.	  Press-‐
ing	  the	  confusion	  button	  will	  simply	  allow	  us	  to	  record	  moments	  in	  which	  	  the	  tasks	  or	  the	  visualizations	  
make	  you	  confused.	   It	   is	   very	   important	   for	   the	  objectives	  of	   the	  experiment	   that	  we	  collect	   this	   infor-‐
mation,	  so	  please	  take	  the	  time	  to	  press	  the	  confusion	  button	  when	  appropriate." 

Preliminary data from the study participants that we ran so far (eight) indicate that the 
current set up is quite effective in eliciting presses of the confusion button.  Five of 
the eight  participants pressed the confusion button at least once. The total number of 
clicks by the 8 participants is 22, with an average of 2.75. presses per participant   
(Std dev =3.32). If this trend continues  through all of the 30 participants planned to 
evaluate the impact of individual differences on ValueChart effectiveness, we will run 
additional subjects with the sole purpose of collecting enough episodes of user confu-
sion for training a classifier that detects confusion from users' action and gaze data 
    To address the second problem in obtaining labels from user interface input, (i.e., 
lack of details on what may be causing a user to be confused), we combine the confu-

 
Figure 2: Vertical value chart with confusion button 
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sion button approach with a form of focused retrospective verbal protocol. Namely, 
we show to each participant video replays of interaction segments centered around 
presses of the confusion button, and for each of these segments, we ask the participant 
to explain why the confusion button was pressed. The elicited participant speech is 
then audio recorded. These verbal protocol sessions happen after each pair of struc-
tured and open-ended tasks performed with one of the two ValueChart versions, thus 
each participant undergoes at most two of these sessions. Pilots of this approach 
showed that participants are quite capable of generating explanations of confusion 
that happened during a structured task, after the subsequent open-ended tasks.   
     We expect that the information collected via focused retrospective verbal protocols 
will help us qualify the labels obtained via button presses in terms of the reasons for 
confusion, a fundamental piece of information to identify potential adaptive interven-
tions that can help users resolve their confusion.  For instance, one of the study’s pilot 
subjects pressed the confusion button 3 times, always during a  structured task  with a 
Vertical ValueChart. For the first confusion button event, the participant said that she 
was confused because of the alternatives’ names being vertical, which caused her 
difficulties in reading them.  If this reason for confusion could be automatically iden-
tified, it might be alleviated by enabling a functionality that allows the user to mouse 
over the names to see them displayed more clearly (e.g., horizontally). The two sub-
sequent confusion button events were both explained by the participant as due to dif-
ficulty during two different instances of a structured task that requires comparing 
alternatives with respect to a higher-level dimension in the objective hierarchy (e.g., 
location or room quality in our hotel selection example). This task requires to visually 
aggregate the values of the objectives under the target dimension and then comparing 
them. It could be facilitated, if confusion is detected, by visual props that help identify 
the aggregated blocks of values and draw the comparison. Another pilot subject 
clicked the confusion button twice, and for both occurrences the given reason was that 
the participant had not be able to tell the difference between the overall values of two 
alternatives, because they were placed in non-contiguous rows and were too similar to 
tell which one was greater/lower. A suitable adaptive intervention for this type of 
confusion might be a visual prop that, as before helps draw a comparison, but focus-
ing on discriminating  between small differences.  
   
Discussion and Conclusions 

 
In this paper, we discussed  an approach to collect data on instances of user confusion 
during visualization processing, with the long-term goal to use this data to train classi-
fiers that can  detect instances of user confusion in real time. There are several open 
questions on this approach, that we would like to discuss at the workshop including: 
(i) how much data will be required to reliably identify user’s confusion? (ii) Will it be 
possible  to identify a taxonomy of confusion types, along with a mapping between 
elements of this taxonomy and types of adaptive interventions adequate to alleviate 
them? (iii) Which other user states in addition to confusion, or which other interaction 
episodes could serve as triggers for adaptive interventions? (iv) Which other ap-
proaches could be explored to collect data on the relevant user states?  
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Abstract. Adaptive visualization approaches attempt to tune the content 
and the topology of information visualization to various user character-
istics. While adapting visualization to user cognitive traits, goals, or 
knowledge has been relatively well explored, some other user charac-
teristics have received no attention. This paper presents a methodology 
to adapt a traditional cluster-based visualization of communities to user 
individual model of community organization. This class of user-adapted 
visualization is not only achievable, but expected due to real world sit-
uation where users cannot be segmented into heterogeneous communi-
ties since many users have affinity to more than one group. An interac-
tive clustering and visualization approach presented in the paper al-
lows the user communicate their personal mental models of overlapping 
communities to the clustering algorithm itself and obtain a community 
visualization image that more realistically fits their prospects.  

Keywords: Community detection, user model, social network, adaptive visuali-
zation 

1 Introduction 

The increased popularity of social networking research attracted attention to the prob-
lem of community discovery and visualization.  Since the work by Girvan & Newman 
[1] many different approaches to discover communities (i.e., clusters of similar users) 
in social networks and other social systems were suggested and explored - see 
Fortunato [2] for a comprehensive overview. In addition, a number of packages such 
as Gephi [3], Pajek [4], and Ucinet [5] were developed to visualize the results of 
community discovery to the end users.  

Despite a relatively large volume of work on the topic, little attention was paid to 
take into account user mental models and domain knowledge when presenting visual 
structure of the community. Existing visualization programs tend to represent a sim-
plified community organization formed by a number of distinct, non-overlapping 
communities that are displayed universally to all users of the system.  

The novelty of our approach is the understanding that different users can form dif-
ferent models of community organization. They can recognize different sub-
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communities within the same large community due to their unique personal 
knowledge and domain expertise. For example, a researcher working on the applica-
tion of machine learning to user modeling could be considered as a user modeling 
researcher by one group of users and as a machine learning researcher by another. 
Existing visualizations do not recognize these individual preferences and as a result 
produce community structure that might be acceptable only by a subset of the target 
users. 

This paper presents our adaptive platform to create an interactive community visu-
alization that can take into account user preferences on community organization and 
provide dynamic adaption to the user model of community structure. To collect user 
preferences, the system allows the users to identify cliques of researchers that, from 
their prospect, should belong to the same community. These user-defined cliques are 
considered by an interactive clustering approach developed by us along with the orig-
inal data, describing similarity between researchers, to produce a user-adapted cluster 
visualization.  

The presentation of our approach is organized as follows. We start with the inter-
face part of the approach explaining how our system allows the users to specify their 
preferences. Then we provide the methodology of our approach explaining the inter-
active clustering algorithm and the visualization approach that we use to present its 
results. We conclude the paper after a discussion of similar project and future work.  

2 Interactive Visualization 

In the process of user-adaptive clustering, the users interact directly with a com-
munity visualization that shows the community topology and the currently identified 
set of groups. Figure 1 shows a mapping of authors that have published in the UMAP 
conference series connected by co-authorship and similarity links1.The visualization 
provides special affordances to guide the user through the interaction process [6].  

 
 

Fig. 1. The community visualization showing UMAP (User Modeling, Adaptation and Person-
alization) data 

                                                            
1 This data was extracted from the DBLP [9] bibliography database, which created a 

766 vertex and 8038 edge network. The similarity measure used is based on the 
Jaccard index [10].   
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The node saliencies include 1) nodes size based on degree centrality and 2) ap-
pended pie charts to highlight overlap and to what degree. The edges reflect co-
authorship Jaccard similarity by increases the thickness of the line. The use of both 
convex hulls and inner-cluster distance minimized versus inter-cluster distance to 
outline and exacerbate group overlap and to differentiate the clusters. Vertices and 
text boxes provide a pointer cursor to make them known as selectable objects. To 
provide their individual views on community organization, the user has the option 
(and is encouraged) to select multiple vertices as a group and declare it as a clique 
that should belong to the same sub-community. The pictures below explain this pro-
cess in detail.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Pie Charts Showcasing LPA correlation 

Figure 2 shows a highlighted section of the graph that will be subject of user-
defined groupings. The user selects all the nodes using control-clicks which is compa-
rable to traditional multi-file select [7].  The nodes change their glyphs (circles to 
rhombus) and distinctly change to their most dominant group identity as highlighted 
in Figure 3. This provides two-dimensions of clustering aesthetics, both color (ma-
chine-derived clusters) and glyph changes (user-defined clusters).  

 

 

Fig. 3. User-Defined Clusters 

After a set amount of seconds the new user-defined clique is automatically passed 
to our interactive clustering algorithm, presented in details in the next section, and 
after its completion the cluster assignments of the current dataset are updated in the 
visualization display. Finally, the user-defined group is differentiated by changing the 
opacity to be completely opaque, Figure 4. This process continues and the user-
defined groups will be differentiated from one another by using new glyphs. 
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Fig. 4. Final Aesthetic to Highlight Completed Nodes2 

3 Extending Label Propagation 

To cluster the graph nodes, we applied an extended version of the Label Propaga-
tion Algorithm (LPA), which was proposed by Raghavan, Albert, and Kumara [8]. 
LPA iteratively determines the final cluster assignments. It initializes all vertices with 
a unique label, and then proceeds to update vertex labels by checking the labels of 
their neighbors. The most frequently occurring label among a vertex’s neighbors is 
chosen as its new label. Ties are broken randomly. During all iteration, all vertices are 
(possibly) assigned a new label asynchronously. The process continues until it con-
verges on a stable set of label assignments, which usually is within a few iterations.  

We have extended the original LPA to allow it to be an active part in our interac-
tive clustering visualization. We added to ability to run the algorithm on weighted 
graphs, changing the label picking criterion from the most frequent label of the neigh-
bors to a version where the frequencies are modified by the edge weights.  Further-
more, the labeling process was extended to allow for discovery of overlapping clus-
ters. The calculated cluster label weights are further weighted by the proportions they 
appear in the label distribution of the adjacent vertices. A weight wj for cluster label j 
is calculated using edge weights ei of adjacent vertex i and cluster label proportion pij 
of adjacent vertex i for label j: 

∑
 

 
The proportion weights pij for the new set of cluster labels of a vertex i are calcu-

lated after selecting the top n labels. The calculated weights of these n labels are nor-
malized and stored with the new cluster labels of the vertex.  

 

∑
 

 
A very useful property of LPA is its near-linear time complexity [8].  Its swift-

ness makes it feasible to do the cluster calculations online. Specifically, we have the 
algorithm running in the background, waiting for updated information coming from 
                                                            
2 This is a force-based graph and with new cluster assignments the subsequent topol-
ogy will change. To keep consistent with explanation of the interactive process, we 
rotated the aforementioned areas to make it easier to follow. 
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the visualization component. To facilitate a fluid, adaptive cluster visualization expe-
rience, we have improved LPA to make this type of interaction feasible. The original 
LPA paper proposed an approach to seed a few vertices with cluster labels and leav-
ing the rest unlabeled, allowing for clusters to form around those seeds. We have 
modified this approach by allowing vertices to be fixed. Once a vertex is fixed, it will 
no longer update its cluster label. This allows clusters to grow around vertices in a 
similar way to the original approach with the added benefit that we can choose to fix 
vertices in an already existing complete set of cluster assignments and rerun the algo-
rithm on this cluster assignment to update it. Second, featured prominently in our 
visualization, is granting the user the ability to group vertices.  Effectively, this allows 
grouped vertices to behave as a single vertex. When any of the vertices of the group 
updates its (set of) label(s), all others follow suit. Groups can also be fixed and if one 
of its members is a fixed vertex, the whole group becomes fixed. 

4 Related Work 

As mentioned above, mainstream software packages available for network data  
such as Gephi [3], Pajek [4] or Prefuse [11] are all limited to non-overlapping cluster-
ing approaches and do not allow the user the ability to put vertices into new groups 
without having to change meta-data about the vertex itself. Some research systems, 
however, explore both interactive clustering and overlapping communities that are 
distinguishing features of our approach.  

Apolo [12] provides an approach in incorporating both user interactions and ma-
chine learning in large datasets. They accomplish this by building on a single vertex 
and as users provide a paper of interest to interface, the network-like visualization 
builds by providing cited work and visual clues based on number of citations and 
relevance. Building on this visualization, TourViz [13] divides sub-domains of inter-
est (to the user) into convex hulls to help segment multiple topics of interest. In this 
context, our advancement takes into account the entire network structure, providing 
overall topology. Also, we provide not only the utilization of color changes (to distin-
guish group assignment), but also glyph distinction by user-defined clusters and opac-
ity changes to discern vertices already selected and grouped.  

5 Future Work 

To continue this work we want to validate first the claim that our approach allows 
for easy understanding of community identity using convex hulls and adaptive 
clustering. To do this, we will need to provide a user-study of this mechanism and 
show that a mixture between user-defined and machine learned clustering can build 
an optimal and accurate model of the network topology and the user’s mental model.  

There is also a novel and yet strikingly obvious need to understand what it means 
to belong to multiple overlapping communities. Much work has been done in social 
capital that illustrates the strength of weak ties in bridging multiple communities [14]. 
We are interested in studying these networks more in depth to see if these vertices that 
fall between multiple communities can be defined more precisely using arguments 
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from social capital. Gilbert [15] supports the claims made in this paper in regards to a 
spectrum to vertex-to-vertex variability and we believe that social capital and over-
lapping communes go hand in hand. 

6 Conclusion  

This paper presents an approach that allows to adapt a traditional cluster-based visual-
ization of communities to user individual model of how the communities are orga-
nized. This kind of user-adapted visualization is possible because in a real world situ-
ation there are many alternative ways to segment users into heterogeneous groups 
since many users have affinity to more than one group. An interactive clustering and 
visualization approach presented in the paper allows the user to communicate their 
personal mental models of the communities to the clustering the algorithm itself and 
obtain community visualization picture that fits their expectations. To provide the 
user a fluid user-interface, both the visualization and the modified LPA was adapted 
to handle the size of the network and the interactions. Modifications were made to the 
visualization to showcase the communities in better quality and minimize edge cross-
ing. The LPA was adjusted to allow for fixed vertices within the algorithm, allowing 
it to obtain an optimal solution in a relatively small amount of time. We believe that 
as networks are examined more in-depth, that platforms like this that take both visual 
information and user involvement can balance out both the human mental model of 
the network and the machine learning techniques used for efficiency.  
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Abstract. Visualizations provide various variables for the adaptation to the us-
age context and the users. Today’s adaptive visualizations make use of various 
visual variables to order or filter information or visualizations. However, the 
capabilities of visual variables in context of human information processing and 
tasks are not comprehensively exploited. This paper discusses the value of the 
different visual variables providing beneficial and more accurately adapted in-
formation visualizations. 

Keywords: Adaptive Information Visualizations, Visual Variables, Visualiza-
tion Tasks 

1 Introduction 

Information visualization and visual analytics provide valuable techniques for inter-
acting with huge amounts of data and solving information-related tasks. [9] In the 
recent past, researchers from different disciplines recognized the need for a more 
human-centered design process in visualizations ([1], [15]). These human-centric 
thoughts resulted in research and development of adaptive information visualizations 
(AIV), which consider various contextual aspects to adapt visualizations ([1], [2], 
[23], [13], [14]). In particular, the user plays an increasing role, with her behavior, 
pre-knowledge and aptitudes ([15], [23], [1], [13]). For involving users in the visuali-
zation adaptation process, various systems were developed and successfully evaluated 
[1]. Although, the users’ behavior was analyzed with various techniques and different 
modeling approaches, the adaptation capabilities of visual information representation 
were not comprehensively exploited. The focus of visual adaptation was rather on 
only one value of the available visual variables. Similar to recommendation systems, 
filtering [12], selection ([13], [14]) or ordering [2] was adopted to these systems. 
This paper investigates the distinguishability of visual variables based on the early 
definition of Bertin [3]. Further findings from the area of vision perception and vari-
ous task classifications are investigated to outline the need for the adaptation of both, 
layout and presentation as proposed in [18]. We believe that one main question for 
adaptive visualizations still remains, namely how to adapt the visual representation 
[6]. The main contribution of this paper is an enhancement and application of cogni-
tive models to the adaptation of visual representations. Observations already showed 
that the use of various visual variables results in different level of task-solving accu-
racy [8].  
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2 Interaction and Tasks in Visualizations 

Interaction with visualizations enables the dialog between user and the visual repre-
sentation of the underlying data. The interactive manipulation of the data, the visual 
structure or the visual representation provides the ability to solve various tasks and 
discover insights. The main goal of interactive visual representations still remains the 
acquisition of knowledge [16]. The term “task” in context of information visualization 
is often used ambiguously. A dissociation of interactions and tasks in visualizations is 
rarely performed, whereas the knowledge about the task to be solved with the visuali-
zation is of great importance for its design and therewith for the adaptation. We have 
investigated various task and interaction classifications ([4], [7], [10], [11], [17], [19], 
[22], [26], [28], [33], [34]) to a find an abstract view on visual tasks for a mapping to 
the human information processing. Therefore all the tasks and interactions were cate-
gorized into three abstract levels: “search”, “explore”, and “analyze”. Figure 1 illus-
trates the identified high-level tasks and their assigned interactions and subtasks de-
rived from the existing visual task classifications.  

 

Fig. 1. High-level tasks with assigned subtasks and interactions 

3 Visual Variables and Human Perception 

The differentiated investigation of visual variables allows a more goal-directed ad-
aptation to users’ needs and tasks. [20] An early definition and differentiation of visu-
al variables was proposed by Bertin [3]. He differentiates between visual variables 
that use the two dimensions of a plane to encode information through graphical marks 
and those, which encode information through their relationship above the plane. A 
graphical mark is defined by basic geometrical elements of points, lines and areas. 
The position of a mark indicates a meaning between the values of the two dimensions. 
Marks could be changed through their size, saturation, texture, color, orientation and 
shape. These features (retinal variables) [27] can further be classified in ordinal, 
quantitative, selective and associative variables [3]. 

The second class of Bertin’s visual variables (imposition) encodes information 
through their relationships to each other above the plane. He differentiates this based 
on how these relationships can be visually illustrated in diagrams, networks, maps, 
and symbols. [3] The main value of Bertin’s classification in the context of this paper 
is the differentiation between the graphical layout and visual (or retinal) variables. 
The differentiation is of great importance for adapting visualizations, which is also 
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supported by results in cognitive science (e.g., feature integration theory or guided 
search model). However, the established model of Card et al. [5], make use of visual 
variables (Visual Structure) but does not differentiate the layout from presentation. 
Different and independent studies illustrated a rapid and parallel processing of the 
retinal variables by the low-level human vision ([24], [25], [29], [30], [31], [32]). The 
so called “pop-out effect” makes use of the human’s parallel vision processing and 
guides the attention to the related location on the screen [32]. Ware proposes a three-
tiered model by considering both the pre-attentive parallel processing and attentive 
stages of human vision [27]. He subdivides the attentive processing of visual infor-
mation into a serial stage of pattern recognition and a further stage of sequential goal-
directed processing. [27]. While the pre-attentive stage refers to the retinal variables, 
the attentive stages (or post-attentive stages) require a serial (or sequential) processing 
of information, which can be provided by visual information of object relationships 
over the plane [27]. This aspect of attentive serial processing, in particular by separat-
ing the visual retinal variables and layout information was also investigated by Ren-
sink ([20], [21]). In his coherence theory and the triadic architecture the strict differ-
entiation of layout and the low-level retinal variables was proposed in terms of the 
dynamic generation of a visual representation ([20], [21]). Rensink’s triadic architec-
ture starts with the low-level vision (pre-attentive) and is generally similar to Ware’s 
model. The most important aspect in this context is the unification of layout. Rensink 
proposes that one important aspect of the scene structure is layout, “without regards to 
visual properties or semantic identity” (p. 36, [20]).  

Based on the three introduced models and the results on research of parallel and se-
rial processing we introduce a model for visual adaptation on an abstract level by 
considering the high-level visual tasks as a foundation for discussing the adaptable 
variables of visualizations (Figure 2). This is a refined model of the previous work on 
an adaptive reference model [18] and proposes the use of the different visual variables 
for adapting visualizations to the users’ knowledge and tasks.  

 

Fig. 2. Model of layout and presentation in adaptive visualizations 

4 Conclusions 

We introduced various models for differentiating visual variables in context of 
human information processing and lined out that a separated view on layout (visuali-
zation types) and presentation (retinal variables) is important for an accurate and ben-
eficial adaptation of visualizations.  
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1 Introduction 

In the field of cognitive and perceptual psychology, the use of eye tracking has 
long been established as a suitable means for analyzing user attention patterns in in-
formation processing tasks [11]. More recently, the fields of human-computer interac-
tion and information visualization have similarly started to use eye-tracking technolo-
gy to investigate trends and differences in user attention patterns and cognitive pro-
cessing, e.g. for different interfaces/visualization types [13][7], task types (e.g. read-
ing vs. mathematical reasoning) [8], or user abilities (e.g. cognitive abilities [16], 
expertise [12]). Researchers have also started to use machine-learning techniques on 
gaze data to predict, for example, user intents [3], cognitive processes [5][14], or 
student learning [10][4]. Similarly, in our own work [15], we have shown that we can 
predict a number of visualization task types and user characteristics using simple 
machine learning techniques on a broad set of eye gaze measures and statistics.  

However, these studies have generally only attempted to gain insights or generate 
models using off-line processes. In terms of actually using eye tracking in real-time 
systems, most early research has focused on designing gaze-directed interaction, i.e. 
using gaze data as a direct input to control a system [9]. Such interaction techniques 
are now also appearing in mainstream, commercial applications, such as TVs [2] or 
mobile phones [1]. Researchers have recently started to build systems that go beyond 
simple gaze-direction, by performing dynamic adaptations to basic gaze patterns (e.g. 
providing feedback to ‘unattentive’ students looking away from the screen [6]). How-
ever, such systems typically only use basic eye fixation counts/lengths, rather than the 
full spectrum of eye gaze features explored in the machine-learning experiments de-
scribed above. They are hence quite limited in terms of adaptation potential. In the 
next section, we present a system that bridges this gap by providing a real-time, fea-
ture-rich eye-gaze analysis service that can be leveraged by user-adaptive systems. 

2 Real-Time Gaze Analysis Service 

As shown in Figure 1, our service consists of a web server application that contin-
uously receives raw gaze data from an eye tracker. When a client application (which 
may or may not be located on the same machine as the web server and/or eye-tracker) 
places a request for analysis, the server calculates real-time statistics, either starting 
from a specific start time (set previously by the client application), or for a specific 
time window (as specified in the server configuration file, e.g. the last 10 seconds). 
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Figure 1. Real-time eye-tracking architecture

The web server application integrates a feature-rich eye-gaze analysis module, 
which is capable of calculating numerous summative statistics. Example features that 
can be requested by client applications include a user’s fixation-rate (i.e. number of 
fixations per second), mean absolute saccade angles (i.e. angles of the trajectory be-
tween two fixations), proportionate amount of time in an Area of Interest (AOI) (the 
location of AOIs is set in a configuration file), transitions between AOIs, etc. (see 
[15] for a more detailed description of all features).

There are two main advantages of this architecture over previous systems de-
scribed in section 1. First of all, the web service has been designed to be application-
independent, and may therefore be reused for different application domains and pur-
poses. Requests and responses are handled using a simple REST model, which can be 
easily integrated into any network-connected application. This also means that client 
applications do not have to run on the same machine as the eye-tracker (see section 3, 
use case 1). Secondly, in contrast to previous gaze-based adaptive systems presented 
in section 1, the service integrates a broad range of eye gaze statistics and is therefore 
capable of driving adaptive systems that are based on feature-rich classification tech-
niques (an example of this is shown in section 3, use case 3). 

3 Use-Cases of User-Adaptive Visualization 

There are a number of use-case scenarios where the above architecture can be lev-
eraged for real-time adaptive applications. In particular, since visual scanning and 
processing are fundamental components of working with any form of visualizations 
(and in fact the only components for non-interactive visualizations), eye tracking may 
be particularly useful in this field. Below is a quick summary of three scenarios that 
we have devised in our own research on adaptive, gaze-based visualizations. 

Figure 2. Real-time visualization of eye gaze statistics
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Use-Case 1: Real-Time Gaze Visualization 

The first use-case is to simply display the different analysis values in a real-time 
visualization. Figure 2 provides a sample screenshot of a ‘spark lines’ visualization 
that we have implemented to showcase the underlying service’s real-time processing 
capabilities. As an end-user ‘looks’ at a screen displayed on the eye-tracker, this live 
statistics visualization can be viewed, for example, by a remote experimenter in order 
to see the real-time changes of the end-user’s eye gaze. This setup may be useful for 
system pilot-testing, real-time gaze analysis, or Wizard-of-Oz-type studies. 

Use-Case 2: Gaze-based triggers in Visualization Experiments 

A second application scenario is to use simple gaze-based trigger rules to provide 
basic forms of adaptation. For example, in a recent study we wanted to force users to 
first read the experimental task question before viewing the corresponding visualiza-
tion. We used simple fixation-based rules that specified that the ‘number of fixations’ 
in the ‘text area of interest’ had to be above a certain threshold before triggering the 
visualization display. This use case resembles simple gaze-based adaptation as pre-
sented in section 1, however, it is worth noting again that a client application can 
choose from a much larger array of features to be used for triggering actions. 

Use-Case 3: User-Adaptive Visualization 

The most sophisticated use-case scenario combines the gaze-based service with 
rich classification and intervention techniques to predict and adapt to individual user 
traits and states (e.g., task, individual user characteristics, transient states). In order to 
implement such a system, the client application (e.g. an adaptive visualization system) 
requests the full set of eye gaze measures over a specific period of time (e.g. last 10 
seconds). Secondly, the measures are run through a previously trained classifier to 
predict a user’s task and/or characteristics (as shown in our previous work [15]). Last-
ly, the system provides an adaptive intervention that is suitable for the predicted con-
text. Interventions could, for example, consist of reference lines (to facilitate compari-
sons), bolding (to highlight important parts of the visualization), or de-emphasizing 
unimportant information (to help users who are overwhelmed by visual clutter). 

4 Conclusions and Road Ahead 

This paper has presented a quick overview of an architecture that is capable of 
providing real-time eye gaze statistics to adaptive systems. The service has been fully 
implemented and has already been used for the development of real-time gaze statistic 
visualizations (use-case 1), as well as an application that uses simple gaze-based trig-
gers (use-case 2). The next steps include the integration of an end-to-end user-
adaptive visualization system, which combines this real-time eye-tracking service 
with a machine-learning-based classifier and an adaptive visualization intervention 
framework (use-case 3). 
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Abstract. User-adaptive visualization aims to adapt visualized infor-
mation to the needs and characteristics of the individual user. Cur-
rent approaches deploy user personality factors, user behavior and pref-
erences, and visual scanning behavior to achieve this goal. We argue
that neurophysiological data provide valuable additional input for user-
adaptive visualization systems since they contain a wealth of objective
information about user characteristics. The combination of neurophysi-
ological data with other information like eye movement data can signif-
icantly improve system reliability by reducing the inherent uncertainty
in the interpretation of the user data. Moreover, neurophysiological data
can be obtained continuously and unobtrusively without disturbing the
interaction of the user with the system.

Keywords: visualization, user adaptation, neurophysiology

1 Introduction

User-adaptive visualization is a novel approach to adapt an information visu-
alization to individual user differences. For example, it can mean adapting the
visualization to general (and typically static) user traits such as speed of percep-
tual processing or user expertise. In this case, adaptation to the user happens
only once or a limited number of times. Adaption can also occur more or less
continuously, e.g. when the visualization is adapted to the current mental and/or
cognitive state of the user (attention, emotion), or to the characteristics of the
user-visualization interaction (such as history of user actions).

One of the current research questions in user-adaptive visualization is which
individual characteristics can be used as ‘input’ for adaptation. In this paper
we explore the possibilities to adapt visualizations to the continuously changing
mental state of the user as can be estimated by (neuro)physiological variables
such as heart rate and brain signals. The advantages of using neurophysiological
variables are that they provide a continuous, online measure, and do not involve
potentially distorted or subjective post-hoc judgment. Also, ongoing miniatur-
ization and development of wireless sensing techniques will allow minimal user
interference in the near future.

In this paper, we first provide a short overview of related work in user-
adaptive visualization, focusing on the individual characteristics that are typi-
cally employed and how these are gathered. Next, we examine the state of the
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art in neurophysiological measurement. Finally, we provide ideas on how these
neurophysiological measures could be used to adapt the visualization, i.e. what
characteristics of the visualization can be adapted and how. This includes ideas
on how neurophysiological measures can complement other commonly used mea-
sures of individual characteristics, such as eye gaze data.

2 Adapting to the user

A variety of factors can be used to adapt a visualization to an individual user. In
this section, we briefly review the current state of research in user-adaptive visu-
alization, focusing on which individual differences can be used to personalize a
given visualization for a particular user. We distinguish differences in personality
factors, user actions and preferences, and visual scanning behavior.

Previous work [1, 2] has found that personality factors (locus of control, ex-
traversion and neuroticism) influence performance with different visualization
types. Also, several cognitive abilities correlate with various aspects of visu-
alizations. For example, spatial ability correlates with comprehension of (3D)
information visualizations [3]. Toker et al. [4] show that perceptual speed (also
see [5]), verbal working memory, visual working memory and user expertise have
a significant effect on task efficiency, user preference and ease of use of different
visualization types. Toker et al. [6] show that perceptual speed and verbal work-
ing memory also have a significant effect on eye-gaze behavior when viewing a
visualization. The authors suggest that adaptive interventions can be driven by
these individual characteristics, for example, by giving more emphasis to certain
elements of the visualization (e.g., more emphasis on text for users scoring low
on verbal working memory). We note that personality and cognitive abilities are
typically assessed with computer-based or paper-and-pencil tasks and question-
naires [3–6], or self-reports [4]. However, self-reports are potentially unreliable,
as several memory errors can undermine their accuracy [7]. Also, they are sus-
ceptible to social desirability biases. Steichen et al. [8, 9] address this problem by
using eye gaze to infer these cognitive abilities. Finally, we note that adapting
to these relatively static user traits is less suitable for interactive or continuous
adaption of the visualization.

Another commonly used approach, more suited continuous adaption of the
visualization, is to adapt to user actions and (implied or explicitly given) prefer-
ences (e.g. [10–12]). This information can be used to build a user model, which
can be updated over time based on new information, i.e. dynamic. An example
of a dynamic model is one that learns from expressed user dislike of a visualiza-
tion [13]. However, information on these actions and (dis)likes does not reveal
why these occurred, as they do not give information on the user’s (mental) state.

The use of eye gaze measures can provide information on user state. For
example, Steichen et al. [8, 9] use eye gaze to predict the user’s task. Also, they
use eye gaze to infer cognitive abilities such as perceptual speed, visual working
memory and verbal working memory. As noted above, these cognitive abilities
have a significant effect on the use of different visualization types. Conati et
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al. [14] investigate the possibilities of using eye gaze to detect when the user
needs an adapted visualization. For example, duration of a fixation can indicate
complexity, pupil dilation may indicate cognitive load and eye gaze data can
be used to determine areas that the user has not looked at. Also, eye gaze can
reveal informative patterns such as repeated scanning of the same area in a
visualization [15]. In general, for analyzing data generated by an eye-tracker,
several metrics are potentially informative: number of fixations (a large number
of fixations generally implies a less efficient search [16], or a large number of
fixations on a particular area of the screen can be indicative of high interest
in that area), fixation duration (long fixation duration often means the user
has difficulty extracting information [16]), number of saccades (more saccades
indicate a larger amount of visual search), scanpath metrics (such as length,
duration and convex hull [17]), or saccade direction changes (a direction change
larger than 90 degrees could imply that the user’s goals have changed or the
user interface is not the way the user expected [18]). Eye gaze measures can be
extracted online and continuously without interrupting the user. However, there
are several problems associated with eye gaze measures, such as how to define a
fixation, how to account for errors in gaze location and how to handle scanning
interruptions [15].

Summarizing, current approaches to user adaptive visualizations are based
on differences in personality factors, user actions and preferences, and visual
scanning behavior. However, since measures of personality factors are inherently
unreliable and biased, and since eye movements need additional information for
a correct interpretation, additional sources of information are needed to correctly
estimate a user’s state of mind. In the next section we argue that this information
can partly be obtained from neurophysiological measures.

3 Neurophysiological measures

In this section we will show which neurophysiological measures can provide ob-
jective information about the mental and cognitive characteristics of users.

A multitude of neurophysiological variables can be measured and analyzed
more or less continuously and non-invasively in an office environment. The ad-
vantages of using neurophysiological variables are that they are a continuous,
online measure, and do not involve potentially distorted or subjective post-hoc
judgment. Previous work has already suggested that user-state monitoring is the
next potential breakthrough in the use brain-computer interfaces [19]. Examples
include electrical brain activity as measured at the scalp (electroencephalogra-
phy or EEG), oxygen-bound hemoglobin in the brain (near-infrared spectroscopy
or NIRS), a combination of EEG and NIRS [20], cardiovascular measures (e.g.
heart rate and blood pressure), respiratory measures (e.g. respiration rate) and
electrodermal measures (electrical conductance of the skin which varies with
sweat excretion).

Non-invasive portable equipment that records brain signals (EEG and NIRS)
can only do so from the surface of the brain (the cortex). The signals themselves,
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electrical activity and the amount of oxygen-bound hemoglobin, are weakened
and smeared out by the tissue lying between the sensor and the origin of the
signal, and the signals themselves are rather indirect measures of what the brain
actually is doing. Still, they can provide us with potentially useful information.
Much of the cognitive and sensory functions are localized in the cortex. Roughly
speaking, the frontal area is involved in cognitive processing, the area at the back
of the brain in vision, auditory processing is at the sides of the brain and touch
is at the upper part. This localization knowledge can be combined with general
indicators of brain activity or inhibition. For EEG, the power of frequencies
around 12Hz (alpha band) indicate idling [21] or inhibition [22] of the recorded
part of the brain. For NIRS, a relatively large amount of oxygenated blood
generally corresponds to brain activity. For example, experiments on workload
indeed indicate that frontal alpha activity [20, 23, 24] and oxygenated hemoglobin
increases with task difficulty. For a more detailed overview of the usefulness of
brain-based indices for effort, vigilance, workload and engagement see [25].

Another common type of measurement extracted from EEG besides power
in frequency bands are event-related potentials (ERPs). These are the peaks
and valleys as observed in averaged EEG traces that are locked to an external
event, such as the onset of the presentation of an image. The P300 is a peak
occurring 300 ms (or somewhat later) after the presentation of a stimulus that
attracts special attention. This special attention can be because it either pops out
with respect to previous and subsequent stimuli (e.g. [26]), because of inherent
meaning (e.g. one’s own name in between others names [27]) or because the
stimulus is one that the individual is asked to consciously attended to [28].
Error related potentials [29–32] are ERPs associated with the onset of making
a mistake that is realized to be a mistake or with the onset of an unexpected
outcome of an action.

The correlates of cognitive and attentional processes in EEG as described
above cannot be observed in raw data with the naked eye. While classical EEG
studies make use of averaging over many trials to visualize and determine ef-
fects, applied neuroscientific studies (for which it is crucial to extract information
from one individual over a relatively short time period) commonly use classifica-
tion techniques (e.g. linear discriminant analyses, support vector machines). Van
Gerven et al. [33] give an overview of using classification techniques in brain-
computer interfaces. In short, EEG is recorded while an individual experiences
the states of interest at known time intervals (e.g. low and high workload, or
image of interest present or not). With these labeled EEG data a classification
model is trained. The trained model can then classify new unseen data into
the trained categories. Usually, models are personalized, though work is ongoing
create models that generalize over participants [34].

Whereas cognitive and perceptual processing occur mostly at the cortex,
emotional processing occurs mostly in the center areas of the brain. Therefore,
to track emotions, other (physiological) measures are needed. For example, an
increase in skin conductance (i.e., sweating) and a decrease of high-frequency
heart rate variability are associated with stress or arousal [35–38]. Kreibig [39]
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gives an extensive review of physiological correlates of different basic types of
emotion such as anger and disgust. However, it is important to note that phys-
iology does not correspond one-to-one to different emotions, but stimuli and
context matter. Alternatively, emotional valence and arousal could be dervied
from facial expressions (facial expression analysis software is available).

4 Neurophysiological data - novel opportunities for visual
adaptation

In the previous sections, we have shown that neurophysiological data can be em-
ployed to learn more about user characteristics. Naturally, a follow-up question
is how this can be linked to adaptation of the visualization. In other words, when
we know more about the user, what aspects of the visualization can be adapted
such that the user is supported better. In general, aspects of the visualization
that can be adapted to the user include:

– which data is shown,
– how the data is shown (visualization type, e.g. [5]),
– how the visualization is parameterized (how data attributes map to visual

attributes, e.g., size and color)
– how the data is laid out spatially (e.g., [10])
– what portion of the data is shown (e.g., zoom and filter settings),
– which details of the data are shown,
– which elements of the visualization are given more visual emphasis (sug-

gested by [6, 14]), and
– help provided to the user.

As noted, neurophysiological measures can be used to estimate workload
and stress/arousal. This information about the user could be used to adapt the
visualization. For example, if stress levels and workload are high, the level of
detail of the visualization, or the amount of data shown could be reduced. Also,
more help could be provided when workload is high.

While we are not aware of studies on the use of (neuro)physiological measures
in adaptive visualization, several studies have examined the use of information
as revealed by eye movements. Eye movements can also reflect mental state and,
as mentioned previously, share the advantages of (neuro)physiological measures.
Neurophysiological measures can be used to complement eye tracking data. In
general, we note that a combination of information sources (neurophysiological,
eye tracking or also facial expressions or body posture [40]) will likely prove most
effective. For example, while a fixation on a certain area of the visualization can
mean the user is interested in that area, it can also mean that the user does
not understand something in that area or that (s)he is simply staring. With
neurophysiological measures, these different states can be differentiated better.
Conversely, eye tracking can reveal information that neurophysiological measures
might not so easily capture. For example, point of gaze is a measure that is
most easily captured using an eye tracker. Another example of how combining
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neurophysiological measures with eye-tracking could lead to more insight into
current user behavior is differentiation between searching and exploring behavior.
Many gaze shifts in combination with hardly any long fixations can imply that
a person is searching for an item [18]. If this is found to be paired with a high
workload as indicated by EEG signals, it may imply that the user cannot find
what he/she is looking for. If paired with a low workload the user may just be
(casually) exploring the visualization.

As for ERP measures, we note that in the vast majority of ERP studies,
experimental participants do not move their eyes at the time that the stimuli of
interest are presented, so that perception onset is fixed and EEG artifacts caused
by eye movements are limited. This conflicts with every day (visualization) be-
havior where individuals look around freely. However, when EEG is examined
following eye fixation onset rather than image onset, similar ERPs can be distin-
guished [41]. This offers the possibility to deduct from EEG and eye movements
where the user is looking when he/she realized that there was mistake or an
unexpected outcome. This information can then be used to detect anomaly or
error, to present a pop-up help query, or to automatically highlight (or tag) the
area where this happened so the user can easily return to it later.

Because the neurophysiological measures discussed in this paper are con-
tinuous the effect of such adaptations can be measured on-the-fly, and different
adaptations can be experimented with. Combined with an adaptive (or learning)
user model this can lead to highly personalized visualizations.

5 Conclusion

User-adaptive visualization aims to adapt visualized information to the needs
and characteristics of the individual user. Current approaches typically deploy
user personality factors, user behavior and preferences, and visual scanning be-
havior to achieve this goal.

We have shown that neurophysiological measures can provide information
about the mental state of an individual. Challenges include noise and interpreta-
tion difficulties caused by body movements and speech. These can cause ‘actual’
disturbances to the signal as well as confounds (e.g. in a high workload situation
individuals move more than when workload is low, causing higher heart rate
due to movement rather than mental workload). However, since visualizations
are often used in a relatively quiet environment, with relatively stationary users,
there is minimal risk of noise and confounds in the neurophysiological data. We
therefore believe that user-adaptive visualizations are a relatively good case for
exploring the potential neurophysiological measures.

Finally, we note that robust, user friendly and high quality measurement
equipment needs to be developed, especially to reliably and easily record EEG.
Impressive progress is being made [42, 43] and first user friendly EEG measure-
ment equipment is on the market. Also, we note that some methods that are
more time- and resource-demanding, such as fMRI, whilst unsuitable for adapt-
ing visualizations online could be used for the evaluation of visualization.
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Abstract. The context-aware discovery and ranking of visualization
components is a crucial part of an adaptive, automated information
visualization system. Since existing approaches allow for using expert
knowledge formalized a priori, insights gained during the visualization
processes by the users, e. g., suitable data-visualization combinations, are
mostly neglected. In this paper, we propose a concept to capture and for-
malize these insights. Furthermore, we enhance a context-aware ranking
approach using this knowledge by applying the well-known collaborative
filtering. Thus, we are able to employ ratings also if data-visualization
combinations are new for the current user.

Keywords: visualization, recommendation, adaptation, knowledge, col-
laborative filtering

1 Introduction

Due to the inexorable growth of data in all areas of life, humans face more and
more the problem to understand the datasets they are confronted with. Thus,
information visualization (InfoVis) tools are required to assist end users who
are not familiar in creating effective graphical representations. Towards such an
application tailored to visualization novices, we already proposed a visualization
ontology (VISO) [8] to capture expert knowledge of the interdisciplinary domain,
e. g., about data, graphic vocabulary, or human activity. This formal model is
the foundation of a semantics-based InfoVis process [12] which guides the end
user from identifying interesting parts of a dataset, over the context-aware se-
lection of visualization components to the final configuration and perception of
the visual representation. Its core is a discovery algorithm [11] to match the
selected data but also to rank the suitable components according to factual vi-
sualization, domain, and context knowledge. Since the latter also includes users
explicit preferences stored in a user model, we understand that it is hard for
novices to explain which visualization techniques they like. Furthermore, we fig-
ured out that the knowledge created within the visualization process, i. e., which
data-visualization combinations are appropriate, or inappropriate, in the current
context, is lost so far.
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Hence, our goal is not to neglect this kind of knowledge anymore and to use
it for a better adaptation of the ranking of suitable visualization components.
Therefore, we had to answer mainly two questions. Firstly, how could we extract
the knowledge overburdening the end user? Secondly, how could we store, formal-
ize, consolidate, and reuse the assembled information within our semantics-based
visualization process? Thus, we present our solutions to tackle the mentioned
problems by adapting concepts from the area of knowledge-assisted visualiza-
tion as well as the domain of recommender systems. The concrete contributions
are twofold: First, we propose a concept to externalize users visualization-specific
insights by using implicit and explicit ratings, which are stored in a semantic
knowledge-base. Second, we adapt our ranking algorithm to employ this empir-
ical knowledge using collaborative filtering which allows for the indirect collab-
oration of end users within the visualization system.

In the following, we discuss the related work (Sect. 2), present our concept
(Sect. 3), and finally conclude with some findings (Sect. 4).

2 Related Work

The work related to ours comes from the broad field of automated visualization
systems. Here, the first sophisticated concepts and tools arose over 20 years ago.
Unfortunately, adaptation of these systems, for instance to user needs and the
device, has attracted less attention. With this regard, Golemati et al. [3] proposed
a concept for a visualization environment for document collections taking into
account user’s, system’s, and document’s context. Similar to our work, they allow
for an explicit rating of visualizations in the current context. This empirical
knowledge is used for adaption in upcoming visualization selections of this user.

In contrast, Gotz et al. [4] and Nazemi et al. [5] present adaptive InfoVis
systems building primarily on tracking users interactions and thus on their im-
plicit ratings. Based on the interaction patterns they infer users task, match if the
current presentation fits well or not, and if necessary adapt the graphic represen-
tation. These interaction-driven approaches leverage implicit state information,
but they consider neither task information or preferences that are explicitly ex-
pressed by the user. Furthermore, in our concept the user’s knowledge is reused
in a collaborative manner as a global shared knowledge.

Since the adaption builds on many interrelated parameters, the knowledge-
management within automated InfoVis tools is crucial. Thus, we rely on concepts
from the domain of knowledge-assisted visualization as well. Its goal is to over-
come the burden of learning complex visualization techniques by formalizing
and sharing domain and visualization knowledge [1]. Wang et al. [13] propose
a knowledge conversion process in visual analytics system. It comprises the in-
ternalization of knowledge of the user based on the graphical representation,
the externalization of users insights based on interactions, or the direct collab-
oration of users during the visualization to foster the internalization. Bearing
this theoretical framework in mind, we present an adaptive visualization sys-
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tem building on expert and empirical knowledge modeled using standardized
ontology languages to foster their reuse and sharing.

As mentioned above, collaboration is a helpful concept to support users
within the visualization process. Hence, intelligent InfoVis systems building on
formalized expert and empirical knowledge may help. While the first could be
captured and modeled a priori, the latter needs to be tracked, formalized, and
reused on runtime. With this in mind, collaborative filtering is a well-known
approach [9] which investigates similarity of ratings for items, in our case visual-
izations, given by users. Hence, no content analysis or tagging by experts is re-
quired. To the best of our knowledge, collaborative filtering has not been applied
within automated visualization systems so far. In our opinion, the main reason is
that they may identify suitable graphical representations based on users ratings
but do not allow for an automated mapping of data to visual objects. However,
if this matching is already provided by the visualization system, collaborative
filtering introduces a new facet for rating and recommending visualization tech-
niques: users conclusion if a mapping is suitable in the current context. Thus, it
allows for tracking and storing user knowledge, enables the sharing of insights
and the adaption of the visualization process due to this empirical knowledge.

3 Concept

Building on a context-aware recommendation algorithm from [11], which employs
VISO [8] as ontological knowledge-base, in the following, we present concepts to
externalize and reuse empirical knowledge evolving in the visualization process.

Entity

DataVariable2DataVariable1

Scale:Quan

Type:Int

Role:Dep.
...

Scale:Nom

Type:String

Role:Indep.
...

graphic representation
   map
level of detail
   overview
functionality
   select, brush
software requirements
   JavaScript, SVG
...

Google Geomap (k2)Generic Data Schema (gs1)

sb1 a SemanticBridge ;

  hasDataSchema gs1 ;

  hasComponent k2 ;

  hasRatingTable rt1 .

Rating Ontology

Fig. 1. Overview of the function of the rating ontology.

3.1 Externalization of Empirical Knowledge

The externalization process describes the storage of user’s internal knowledge
within the system. This process can be distinguished in acquiring implicit and
explicit knowledge. The tracking and interpretation of interactions as knowledge
is called implicit rating and is used for gathering knowledge, before the user
marks down the end of the adaption loop by an explicit rating. In our concept,
such a rating is always saved for a combination of a generic data schema and
concrete visualization component using the rating ontology which semantically
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links both resources, see Fig. 1. The data schema is generated during the match-
ing [11] and is an abstraction of the data a user has chosen for visualization
including meta information like the scale of measurement or the data type for
each data variable. The description of a visualization component holds all seman-
tical information, e. g., its kind of graphic representation or interaction abilities.
Finally, the ontology comprises the ratings of the users for a data-component
combination. Based on this semantic interlinking, we are able to query for in-
stance “only good rated components which visualize data on a map and allow
for linking and brushing”.

As mentioned above, we distinguish between explicit and implicit rating. To
harvest implicit ratings, we rely on three actions from [6].

– Repeated Use: A visualization component is used more than three times by
the same user. The usage of the component is recognized by doing a specific
count of interactions or within a defined time interval. Since the repeated
use is a sign that the user favors a component, it is temporary assigned with
ruser = 0.75

– Glimpse: If the chosen visualization component is discarded without reach-
ing a defined time interval or a count of interactions for recognizing the
Repeated Use, it is downgraded and temporary assigned with ruser = 0.25

– Related Rate: The visualization component was explicit rated by the user,
but in a different data combination. Since the user knows its characteristics,
it is possible that he likes it for other data selections, which are distinct from
the generic data schema, as well. In case of a good rating, the temporary is
ruser = 0.75, otherwise ruser = 0.25.

Beside this implicit knowledge capturing, we gather explicit ratings. Thus, the
user can explicitly decide whether the visualization is applicable for its purpose
or not. Since we like to stimulate the user to rate, we employ a simple scale of
applicable (1) or not applicable (0). We fulfill thereby the requirement to give
the user an adequate possibility to rate, without an excessive demand.

3.2 Indirect Collaboration

The collaboration process describes a direct cooperation of two or more users
[13], such as a chat or co-browsing. We broaden this scope by including indirect
sharing of knowledge between users as collaboration. For our purpose, we need to
reuse the collected knowledge within our ranking algorithm presented below. It
comprises originally three kinds of ratings [11] according the factual visualization
knowledge (rvi

), the quality of the domain assignments (rdj
), and the context

knowledge (rck). Now, it is extended by the user rating (ruser) to employ the
user-generated visualization knowledge by using collaborative filtering. Thus, if
the user has not rated the visualization component in the specific combination
with a dataset, the algorithm tries to foresee a possible rating.

The combination of these factors is done using an arithmetic mean. The
overall rating R which is calculated in terms of
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R =
1

3|4

 1

x

x∑
i=1

rvi +
1

y

y∑
j=1

rdj +
1

z

z∑
k=1

rck (+ ruser)


has, therefore, a range between 0 and 1. We weight all three, respectively

four, rating types equivalently for two reasons. First, the assignment of a (quan-
titative) rating is often subjective. Second, a complex user study is needed to
evaluate the impact of each knowledge base in users visualization selection pro-
cess what will be future work. The meaning factor 1/n is assigned with 1/3, if
neither a user rating can be found, nor can be calculated. In all other cases it is
assigned with 1/4 to keep the equivalently rating of all factors.

K1 K2 K3 K4 K5

B1 1 0 - 0 0
B2 0 1 0 1 1
B3 0 rrs 1 1 1
B4 1 1 1 1 -

Fig. 2. Example set for CFRS prediction

To identify an appropriate collaborative filtering algorithm, we analyze them
by taking the accuracy, efficiency, stability, justification, and serendipity into
account [2]. Hence, we decided to employ the item-based approach for our use
case. It calculates the similarity between the ratings of visualization components,
given by different users. With this information, the algorithm can predict the
rating for the current visualization. An example is given in Fig. 2. It has to
calculate the prediction rrs for user B3 and visualization component K2. In this
setting, the prediction is assessed based on the rating distances between K2 and
all other visualization components (K1 - K5). The algorithm chooses K4 and K5

as nearest neighbours and forecasts a rating of rrs = 1. The formal calculation,
which could be used without adaption, is considered in [10].

3.3 Architecture

To realize the concepts discussed above, we specified an architecture shown in
Fig. 3 . It comprises three layers: ontological knowledge bases, loosely-coupled
web services, and a component-based user interfaces. The first layer consists of
three interconnected knowledge-bases. The VISO 1 , contains all visualization
specific knowledge, e. g., to describe the interaction and visualization capabilities
of components. The API and meta information apart from the InfoVis domain
of a component is described by the Mashup Component Description Ontology
(MCDO) 2 [7] which links to VISO concepts. As mentioned in Sect. 3.1, we de-
signed an ontological knowledge base to store user’s ratings 3 for the mapping
of selected data to the chosen component. Therefore, it refers to concepts of the
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VISO and MCDO. We build on different web service which heavily make use of
the mentioned knowledge bases. The Component Repository 4 allows for the
semantic-driven management of visualization components based on the MCDO.
Further, the recommendation algorithm for appropriate components [11] is in-
tegrated within this service. Hence, it gathers amongst others the assessments
stored or calculated within the Rating Repository 5 according to our proposed
concepts. The visualization workflow of a user is accomplished by a composite
web application called VizBoard 6 [12]. For example, it allows for searching
for graphical representations, to integrate suitable ones and, finally, represented
the data. At this last stage, it enables to explicitly and implicitly acquire users
knowledge, like explained in Sect. 3.1, and save it using the Rating Repository.

Web 
Services

Rating 
Repository

Component 
Repository

VISO

MCDO Rating
Knowledge 

Bases

VizBoard
User 

Interface

1
2 3

4 5

6

Fig. 3. Overview of the software architecture.

4 Conclusion and Further Work

The reuse of empirical knowledge evolving in a visualization process, especially
proper mappings of data to visualization components within a context, was ne-
glected and got lost so far. Hence, we proposed a concept for its externalization
to capture, formalize and integrate the insights in an existing expert knowledge
base. Furthermore, it becomes an essential part within our context-based rank-
ing approach. Due to the application of collaborative filtering, we are able to
employ explicit and implicit ratings also if data-visualization combinations are
new for the current user. To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first
which employs formalized, inferred expert knowledge but also empirical, evolving
knowledge from users to identify the most suitable visualization components.

Currently, we are also planning to conduct an exhaustive user study to iden-
tify and model the interdependencies between the knowledge bases employed
within the ranking. Furthermore, we are working on a concept to use the a pri-
ori and empirical knowledge to assist the user in interpreting the visualized data
what will underpin the usefulness of knowledge-assisted visualization.
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Abstract. The field of information security routinely produces the need for a security 
information and event management system operator who would be capable of durable and 
extensive (e.g., workday-long) monitoring of the system in his control with well-timed 
decision making in emergencies. The obvious concern is that such continuous exertion is 
bound to lead to the operator's increased fatigue, reduced attention span, and flawed deci-
sion making. This paper proposes methods of the visualization system’s adaptation to 
these changes for improving the operator's efficiency in terms of speed and accuracy.

Keywords: Adaptive User Interfaces, Event Visualization, Information Security

1 Introduction
The problem of increasing the effectiveness of the “human-machine” system is tackled 

from two different aspects: by better preparing the human for work with  a given machine 
(through training and building up experience) and by better adapting the machine to the spe-
cific objectives  of the human. In the latter case, special attention is paid to  the parts of the sys-
tem where human directly interacts with machine or, in other words, the parts  responsible for 
information reception and transmission. These parts go beyond the visualization system, screen, 
mouse, and keyboard, to include also the human himself as the one who perceives and inter-
prets the information, and then interacts with the machine to convey his decisions. Differently 
put, there must be close attention to properties of the human as a “data channel”.

One relevant example of such a "human-machine" system is exactly the "human operator 
and information security visualization system". Considering the ever increasing number of 
cyber-attacks, there is a growing need, on both corporate and government security levels, for 
the human operator of the attack detection system. Frequently, such an operator is tasked with 
continuous (through the entire working day) monitoring of the networks and services under his 
control. Besides, such an operator must make timely  decisions in emergencies by performing 
typical actions that protect the monitored resources (e.g., blocking external hosts and subnets, 
running and shutting down services on the protected hosts and simple tweaking of the system's 
operation logic). Hereinafter such human operator will be referred to as "the operator".

The obvious  concern  is that workday-long exertion would result  in increased operator 
fatigue, reduced attention span, and flawed decision making. Although we have not yet re-
ceived sufficient supporting test data, further discussion proceeds  from the assumption that 
psychophysical condition of  the operator varies over  time as the fatigue builds  up, blunting his 
responses and worsening the perception  quality of the same cognitive load level; though, these 
characteristics may change in the opposite direction as well (e.g., after a break or in the state of 
heightened alert).

As the operator is the only one responsible for making well-timed and  correct decisions, it 
can be presumed that careful  consideration of the current psychophysical condition and indi-
vidual cognitive features of different operators would benefit the speed and accuracy of their 
decisions. However, the visualization systems now available (e.g., the monitoring modules in 
the security information  and  event management solutions  from major vendors) provide versa-
tile visualization tools designed for the “average” user. Whereas such systems do usually pro-
vide means for interface customization, they typically ignore current user individual abilities.

This paper discusses and proposes the methods to adapt the visualization system’s func-
tionality and presentation capabilities to the psychophysical condition of the operator; in par-
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ticular, it  focuses on ways in which the visualization system could improve the decision making 
process by taking into account changes of human-computer interaction (HCI) indicators ac-
cording to operator's fatigue, reduced attention, etc. A further discussion narrows this focus to 
the informational security visualization systems and theirs operators, leaving the door open to 
generalization to any event-based visualization system and its continuously working user.
2 Background and Related Work
2.1 Information Security Visualization Systems

The hardware and software systems which support information security are commonly 
referred to as security information and event  management (SIEM) solutions. A typical SIEM 
architecture consists of a security events collection module (that receives information from 
various sources, e.g., intrusion detection systems (IDS), intrusion prevention systems, firewalls, 
operating systems, databases, various applications, etc.), correlation and analysis module, data-
base of security events, and monitoring module. The latter is generally divided into reporting 
module (to generate reports with information required for security administrators), and visuali-
zation module (responsible for displaying security events and status of network devices in real-
time, visualization of past attacks, providing an interface for working with security event data-
base, and providing opportunity for efficient management and resolution of incidents).

Of the SIEM architecture just  described, this paper focuses solely on the visualization 
module (hereinafter such module is referred to as "the visualization system"). Visualization for 
information security is a relatively young domain that studies, designs new, and adapts com-
mon visualization techniques for information security data. These data are characterized by a 
large volume, lots of parameters and the need for real-time display. Comprehensive coverage of 
that topic, with emphasis on the visualization systems, is presented in surveys [16] and [10].
2.2 Cognition in Human-Computer Interaction

Cognitive psychology and cognitive science are the major research areas addressing the 
mental processes such as attention, perception, and problem solving, which influence the opera-
tor's  decision making efficiency. Human-computer interaction  (HCI) studies and designs inter-
action between people and machine. The application of cognitive sciences to problems of HCI 
is  called cognitive ergonomics  [12]. HCI consists of factors associated both with the computer 
(such as  equipment, performance, and software) and the human (such as training, experience, 
and individual differences) [15]. The term “individual differences” denotes the user's  personal 
cognitive abilities rather than demographic description, though it  may and does affect his cog-
nitive abilities. Recent researches have confirmed that some of these individual cognitive abili-
ties, such as working memory capacity [11],[20],[18], perceptual speed [20],[19], spatial  ability 
[20], and locus of control [24], correlate with the user's performance as to speed and accuracy. 
The nature of human visual perception  specific to visualization is covered in depth  in [22]. 
Limitations of human cognition, and their impact on information security visualization are 
discussed in [3] by reviewing vulnerabilities of operator's visual perception and how they can 
be exploited in cyber-attacks.
2.3 User-Adaptive Visualization

Successful design of HCI starts from understanding the user, his tasks, and context of his 
actions [9]. An adaptive interface is generally defined as an  interface that automatically varies 
its layout and elements adapting to  the user's needs, task and context. Early adaptive interfaces 
could adapt only to  their tasks or the data to be displayed, ignoring any information about the 
current user. With progress of research and technology, new user tracking techniques were de-
veloped — click-streams and eye gaze processing, physical  and biomedical sensors, and user 
models, to name a few. Recent studies provide encouraging evidences that user's cognitive 
ability could be reliably detected in real time using eye gaze information [19] or [17].

One example of the adaptive interface is the attentive user  interface that  is a user interface 
aimed to support the user’s attention capacities  [21]. Such an interface arises where the visuali-
zation system is blended with technologies allowing to track and infer priorities of user atten-
tion  [14]. Current attentive interfaces are able to maximize the expected utility from the infor-
mation user receive, thus increasing the efficacy of the HCI [8]. But the fundamental challenge 
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[7] of any new such attentive technique is reasoning about its interruption costs (e.g., periphery 
animation cause distraction from attention- and motion-intensive tasks [4]).

Another approach includes adaptation to the user's experience. For example, [19] pre-
sumes that in some cases non-experts may benefit from adaptive intervention (based on differ-
ent effect  on the label/legend access for different  visualizations); or [1] that adapts the content 
of visualization in an educational system according to the user’s domain knowledge. A 
behavior-based adaptation approach is presented in [6], where the system relies on the use of 
click-stream analysis  to detect semantically meaningful  patterns, and recommends a specific 
user support visualization for his current task.
3 Security Event Visualization

Further discussion is centered around the security event visualization system we are de-
veloping as  a part of our research. Visualization, for our purposes here, is taken to mean a way 
of presenting information in the form of optical  images only. Our other premise is that the 
mouse and keyboard are the only equipment we use to receive the HCI indicators from (more 
advanced mentioned tracking technologies such as eye gaze, physical and biomedical sensors 
are beyond this research). For simplicity, it can be presumed that  visualization system receives 
messages from an IDS containing all information to be displayed. Any such message should 
include the following information on the detected event: the IP addresses of the target and 
source hosts;  the type (e.g., scan, remote root attempt, denial-of-service (DoS), etc.) and sever-
ity level of the event (low, medium, high, or information messages), as well  as its time of oc-
currence and links to related events. This latter piece of information is  received from an IDS 
correlation module, and is essential for displaying complex [23] or multi-step attacks. All in-
formation received from IDS is stored in a separate database that  operates with two main enti-
ties: hosts and attacks (every attack is unique and may be described recursively: it is either a 
single event or an array of attacks).
3.1 Use Case Scenario

We will  demonstrate our approaches using an exemplary  scenario. Let  us assume three 
simultaneous complex attacks detected within  ≈10 seconds in the monitored network of ≈1000 
hosts. The first of these is a distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack against certain network 
segment, the second is a DDoS attack against a certain  host, and the third is a multi-step attack 
consisting of distributed  scanning, root access  to monitored host, and a DoS attack  against an-
other monitored host. The messages  hitting the visualization system during this period fall into 
the following types: scan (low severity), remote root  attempt (medium severity), successful 
remote root  (high severity), DoS (medium severity). In the situation just  described, the visuali-
zation system receives thousands of messages from the IDS, and the operator has to come up 
with the following decisions  as  quickly as possible: block the autonomous system and/or ranges 
of the IP  addresses that appear to be involved in DDoS attacks and distributed scanning;recon-
figure the captured host and transfer its services  to another non-compromised host; and restore 
functionality of the hosts hit by the DDoS attacks if required.

We decided that the highest priority data for operator's  decision making include the ad-
dresses of both the target  host and the attacker, severity of the event, and links to related events. 
The time of occurrence and type of event were relegated to secondary parameters. The time of 
event for continuously working operator is not that important as he has to resolve first  the most 
dangerous problem rather than the most recent one. As to the type of event, it is less important 
for decision making than the severity level, because the operator does not need  any in-depth 
analysis of the situation; all he has to  do is resolve the attack of the highest severity. On the 
other hand, it is the type of event that defines which decisions the operator can make in a spe-
cific situation — the factor taken into account by the visualization system when it prompts the 
operator to act (as shown in Figure 2).
3.2 Visualization

The traditional approach  to visualization system design induces operator to switch among 
the modes, views and tabs in  order to perceive all  relevant nuances to making a decision (not to 
mention that the operator usually cannot  interact directly with the visualization to implement 
his decision). We have assumed that the time taken to find a solution depends, among other 
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factors, on  the number of "search steps" (or, in other words, on the number of switching context 
of perception). We therefore stepped aside from the conventional approach and made our visu-
alization system display all its  data within one OpenGL-widget. More specifically, we have 
built our system using Qt  library components, with the visualization taking place within  a sin-
gle QGLWidget.

It can be considered [22] that the most separable dimensions for perception are color, 
elements of form (size and orientation), position in the 2D-space and simple motion. We pre-
sumed that the most natural, and therefore easiest-to-perceive, visualization of the monitored 
network is a graph with topology corresponding to the reality. Thus, the edges of the graph  are 
consistent with data transmission channels  and the vertices correspond to the hosts. That is, of 
the four most separable dimensions, the position in the 2D-space is set aside for host allocation.

We color-coded the severity level of event as it  has only four values. Each vertex of the 
monitored network graph is colored in line with the most severe related event and highlighted 
with a color shade of the second most severe related event.

External hosts are displayed outside of the space occupied by the network graph. The 
entire external host space can be represented as a stripe with the X-axis corresponding to the 
two most significant bytes of an  external IP-address (first two in  the big-endian notation), and 
the Y-axis consistent with  the two least significant bytes. The more external hosts from close 
subnets are involved in a certain attack, the greater is their display size (we believe that this 
feature helps to identify botnets and distinguish false positive events on legitimate external 
users). The stripe may be divided into up to 10 areas, corresponding to  different attacks those 
can be binded to digit  keys on  a keyboard  (see the Interaction section for details). The corners 
of that space are utilized to display the external hosts which are involved in several attacks.

Fig. 1. Visualization system displaying the use case scenario
We decided not to  explicitly present such entity as an event  (in contrast to common event 

log systems representing each event as a row in their tables), firstly, because of their huge num-
ber, and, secondly, because the perception of an event as such has  no effect on the sequence of 
actions by the operator (again, the operator should react not  to the event itself, but to  a breach 
in security likely to be resulting from the complex attack consisting of several events).

So too we decided not to explicitly display the connections among related events within 
the same complex attack in order to avoid occlusion due to the large amount of links. Instead, 
we highlight all hosts involved in a certain attack on operator's interactions with the system.

All events are displayed in the visualization system in real-time. New events  displayed 
either through animation of the target host when it  falls within the field of vision, or by high-
lighting  the screen border beyond which the target host is hidden (as shown in Figure 1). The 
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latter technique engages the operator's  spatial reasoning abilities and prevents his amazement at 
seeing a few new compromised hosts  as  he navigates through the network map. The animation 
fades with time, letting the operator perceive the order of recent events.
3.3 Interaction

Owing to the human pre-attentive color processing  and the fact that 2D-location and color 
form the most  separable dimension pair [22], the operator may easily perceive the hosts that 
require his attention. All he has to do is just select, e.g., the red hosts  located in a certain area in 
the network map of his  current interest. Generally speaking, the highest priority breach may not 
be the severest  attack but the attack that targets the specific network segment (e.g., where most 
valuable hosts are located). Once he has determined the highest  priority problem facing him, 
the operator moves the mouse pointer over the host of interest. As soon as  this host  is hovered, 
a pie menu [2] appears around it displaying the severest events related to that host (this tech-
nique stems from Fitts’s law [13]).

After hovering the menu item of concern, every  host related to the attack  holding the cho-
sen event  becomes highlighted. The highlighting changes with hovering another element of the 
pie menu. Oftentimes the operator needs to compare host groups related to different attacks. 
Our visualization system enables operator to save up to  ten selections, simply by holding the 
desired digit key on the keyboard while the hosts  of interests are being highlighted. It  will  be 
possible to recall  the saved group later by pressing the appropriate key. If the operator clicks on 
the selected event type, the system prompts him to make a decision based on the type of event.

Fig. 2. Interaction with the pie menu

4 Adaptation for Continuous Monitoring
In our visualization system we have implemented the following four adaptation  methods: 

adaptation to current task, adaptation to operator's fatigue level, adaptation to operator's cogni-
tive overload, and adaptation to operator's experience level.
4.1 Task-Centered Adaptation

Generally speaking, any visualization system enables the operator to  take only those deci-
sions which have been predefined. It can  be presumed that the operator implements his deci-
sions by choosing which predefined command sequence to  run with what parameters, e.g., 
which host (as parameter) to block (as predefined command sequence).

According to the object of action, all possible decisions  may be divided into two catego-
ries — those targeting internal or external hosts. Of these, the operations with the internal hosts
are performed via direct interaction with the network graph vertices. For example, the operator 
can transfer functionality of the compromised host  to  another host in a couple of clicks, with 
the system highlighting the hosts which are acceptable for the transfer (as shown in Figure 2).

In their turn, the operations with external  hosts can be performed in  either indirect or di-
rect way. The indirect operations with external hosts are performed via the described pie menu 
around the internal host with an event related to the external hosts of interest (e.g., the operator 
can block all external hosts those have scanned certain internal host in one click). The direct 
operations with external hosts  are performed via direct  manipulations with the space of an ex-
ternal hosts. When the operator decides  to block a certain group of external hosts, he just hov-
ers one of them and the system automatically  highlights proximate external hosts related to the 
hovered one;  if the operator still needs to extend the group, he can simply hold the mouse but-
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ton and move the pointer towards  other external  hosts, thus expanding the scope of highlighting 
(as shown in Figure 1).
4.2 Adaptation to Fatigue Level

The operator’s psychophysical condition  is  taken in this paper to mean the visualization 
system’s  notion about the operator’s psychophysical state based on following collected HCI 
data: the number of actions per various time intervals, response speed (measured by how fast 
the operator responds to a newly appeared menu or recently displayed event), and accuracy in 
hitting interface control elements (according to Fitts’s model [5]).

The system monitors keyboard keystrokes  and mouse actions. The latter include mouse 
button  presses  and  mouse movements. E.g., the interface element is considered to be hit  accu-
rately if the mouse pointer was stopped after entering the space occupied by the element and 
before leaving that space. Mouse movement tracking relies on the standard Qt mechanisms and 
is possible by enabling the QWidget::mouseTracking property.

As fatigue builds up, the visualization system notices changes in the operator's interaction 
characteristics and adjusts  the following visualization parameters: increases size of the control 
elements, lowers saturation  of the color palette, diminishes animation intensity, and automati-
cally leads the mouse pointer to the most significant displayed object in the nearby area.
4.3 Adaptation to Cognitive Overload

Since in practice a cognitive overload has a direct bearing on the level of fatigue, we util-
ize the same HCI data as mentioned above. Besides that, the visualization system is  able to 
estimate a current cognitive load  by the number of displayed hosts, events and control ele-
ments. Sometimes the operator may need an extra time to make a decision, not  because of fa-
tigue, but because of the vast amount of displayed information he has to absorb.

The visualization system measures the time of the operator’s continuous engagement with 
it  and estimates a likely fatigue level, recognizing the situations of cognitive overload. This 
done, the visualization system decreases the cognitive load by adjusting the following visuali-
zation parameters:  by zooming  the network graph (so  there is fewer displayed elements), by 
increasing transparency level of insignificant hosts (e.g., those uninvolved in  the most severe 
attacks, or the ones tagged as low-priority in the network topology setup), by decreasing the pie 
menu elements, and by aggregating information about a subnetwork on some host  on a higher 
network hierarchy level and then hiding that subnetwork.
4.4 Adaptation to Experience Level

The operator’s experience level is taken in this paper to be a metric of his skills in han-
dling the system's functionality and interface. The visualization system measures that level by 
analyzing such collected HCI data as the keyboard shortcuts usage rate and time interval be-
tween appearance of an assistance tooltip  and the operator's response action. According to 
these data, the system varies both the cognitive load and its level of assistance.

The visualization system has a predefined base of average operator activity patterns (e.g., 
once there is a new event, the operator hovers the related hosts in one minute if he has no other 
decisions to make). Whenever the current operator demonstrates a deviation from that pattern, 
his experience level is considered to be increased (or decreased). Thus, when the system esti-
mates the level to be low, it provides assistance in  the form of tooltip that points to the element 
of interest according to the current situation.
5 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a security event  visualization system able to recognize 
changes in the indicators of its interaction with the operator and adapt its  functionality and 
presentation capabilities to those changes to bring about an improved decision making per-
formance as to speed and accuracy. We have presented methods of the visualization system’s 
adaptation to the current task, as well as the operator's  fatigue level, cognitive overload, and 
experience level. We believe that these adaptation methods can go beyond security visualiza-
tion  to be generalized to any event visualization system and its continuously working operator. 
As this  paper is a part of ongoing research that is on its  early stage, we are not ready yet to 
present any evaluation numbers, but this is our next step.
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